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ABSTRACT
We present an exploration of ∼ 500 spectroscopically-confirmed galaxies in and around
two large scale structures (LSSs) at z ∼ 1 drawn from the ORELSE survey, an ongo-
ing, wide-field photometric and spectroscopic campaign targeting a large ensemble of
LSSs at 0.6 < z < 1.3. A sub-sample of these galaxies (∼ 150) was targeted for the
initial phase of a near-infrared MOSFIRE spectroscopic campaign investigating the
differences in selections of galaxies which had recently ended a burst of star forma-
tion and/or had rapidly quenched (i.e., post-starburst/K+A galaxies). Selection with
MOSFIRE utilizing the Hα and [NII] emission features resulted in a post-starburst
sample more than double that selected by traditional z ∼ 1 (observed-frame optical)
methods even after the removal of the relatively large fraction of dusty starburst galax-
ies selected through traditional methods. While the traditional post-starburst fraction
increased with increasing global density, the MOSFIRE-selected post-starburst frac-
tion was found to be constant across field, group, and cluster environments. However,
this fraction computed relative to the number of star-forming galaxies was observed to
elevate in the cluster environment. Post-starbursts selected with MOSFIRE exhibited
moderately strong [OII] emission originating from activity other than star formation.
Such galaxies, termed K+A with ImposteR [OII]-derived Star formation (KAIROS)
galaxies, were found to be younger than and likely undergoing feedback absent or
diminished in their optically-selected counterparts. A comparison between the envi-
ronments of the two types of post-starbursts suggested a picture in which the evolution
of a post-starburst galaxy is considerably different in cluster environments than in the
more rarefied environments of a group or the field.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: starburst – galaxies: clusters: general –
galaxies: groups: general – techniques: photometric – techniques: spectroscopic
1 INTRODUCTION
It has been evident since both the earliest observations
of nearby clusters of galaxies and the initial modeling of
these clusters that the environment in which a galaxy re-
sides dictates, to some extent, its fate (Gunn & Gott 1972;
Oemler 1974; Butcher & Oemler 1978; Dressler 1980). Stud-
ies of enormous samples of field, group, and cluster galax-
ies residing in the local universe made possible by the
⋆ E-mail: bclemaux@ucdavis.edu
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) have reaf-
firmed these early observations; galaxy populations which re-
side in higher density environments almost universally have
larger fraction of red, quiescent early-type galaxies than
those populations inhabiting more rarefied environments
(e.g., Goto et al. 2003b,a; Go´mez et al. 2003; Hansen et al.
2009). While this correlation appears, generally, to hold
up to z ∼ 1 (Papovich et al. 2010; Strazzullo et al. 2010;
Cooke et al. 2016) at least for the most massive overdensi-
ties, strong differential evolution is observed in the quiescent
fraction between overdense and more typical regions of the
universe (e.g., Cooper et al. 2007; Cucciati et al. 2016). At
© 2017 The Authors
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earlier epochs, with some exceptions, the fraction of redder
or passive galaxies appears to decrease appreciably in over-
dense environments reaching levels indistinguishable from
or beneath that of the field population (e.g., Wang et al.
2016; Lin et al. 2016). Correspondingly, an increase in the
average star formation rate (SFR) of galaxies residing in
overdense environments is observed, with the relationship
between SFR and density flattening (e.g., Zeimann et al.
2013; Ziparo et al. 2014) or, in some cases, reversing (e.g.,
Tran et al. 2010; Santos et al. 2014, 2015; Dey et al. 2016)
at z >∼ 1 relative to the anti-correlated behavior observed in
the local universe. In tandem, strong differential evolution
between the field and overdense environments is observed
in the fraction of galaxies undergoing strong transient ac-
tivity, such as those hosting a particularly prodigious star-
formation event (Kocevski et al. 2011; Webb et al. 2013) or
a powerful active galactic nuclei (AGN, Martini et al. 2013;
Alberts et al. 2016). Given the large number of processes
that serve to either induce or quench star formation activ-
ity in group and cluster environments, which are either not
present or considerably less effective in more typical environ-
ments, it is easy to adopt the naive view that environment
is the fundamental quantity in governing the evolution of
a galaxy both at early and late times in the history of the
universe.
However, this simplistic view is challenged in a variety
of respects. Large spectroscopic and photometric samples
of galaxies from 0 < z < 4 predominantly located in field
environments have unequivocally shown that separate pro-
cesses which appear largely independent of or only circum-
stantially connected with environment can act effectively
to transform blue, star-forming, late-type galaxies to red,
quiescent, early types (Bundy et al. 2006; Faber et al. 2007;
Pozzetti et al. 2010; Ilbert et al. 2010, 2013; Davidzon et al.
2013). Such processes appear to be intimately connected,
whether circumstantially or causally, to the stellar mass con-
tent of galaxies. It is observed in both the local (Peng et al.
2010; Deng et al. 2011) and the higher-redshift universe
(Muzzin et al. 2012; Darvish et al. 2016) that the average
star formation rate per unit stellar mass (specific star for-
mation rate, SSFR) of star-forming galaxies is constant at
fixed stellar mass as a function of environment (though this
trend may depend on the method used to estimate environ-
ment, see Noble et al. 2016). Conversely, the average SSFR
is found to be a strong function of stellar mass in both the
local and distant universe. In a study of several thousands
of galaxies from z = 0 − 1, Peng et al. (2010) inferred based
on a simple empirical model that (stellar) massive galaxies
(log(M∗/M⊙)>10.2) are much more likely to be quenched
via stellar-mass-related processes than those related to en-
vironment. Lending credence to this picture is the observed
similarity in the stellar mass function of both quiescent and
star-forming galaxies in the field relative to those galaxies re-
siding in more dense environments (e.g., van der Burg et al.
2013; Vulcani et al. 2013). These observations seem to re-
quire that, if environmentally-driven quenching is to occur,
it must, once begun, operate over a relatively rapid timescale
in order to preserve these trends. Such a scenario is sup-
ported by several recent studies which have, through a vari-
ety of different methods, attempted to constrain the star for-
mation histories (SFHs) of local and z ∼ 1 group and cluster
galaxies (Wetzel et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2014; Mok et al.
2014; Balogh et al. 2016) finding that, after a relatively long
delay, truncation of star formation must be rapid (∼ 0.1−0.8
Gyr) to simultaneously fit data, models, and simulations
(though see, e.g., Taranu et al. 2014 for an alternative view).
Conversely, such a feature is not required in the SFHs of field
galaxies. Thus, it appears that the most promising avenue
of inquiry to observe and constrain environmentally-driven
quenching is in galaxies which have undergone recent, dra-
matic changes in their star formation properties.
While several candidate populations exist, e.g., red spi-
rals (Moran et al. 2007; Masters et al. 2010; Bundy et al.
2010), galaxies selected with colours intermediate to star-
forming and quiescent populations (Balogh et al. 2011;
Schawinski et al. 2014), rejuvenated lenticular or spheroid
galaxies (Treu et al. 2005; Kannappan et al. 2009), one pop-
ulation in particular has been given particular attention over
the past several decades. Early studies of intermediate red-
shift clusters revealed a modestly large population of galax-
ies with spectral features indicative of a lack of ongoing star
formation and a large number of recently formed stars added
to an older underlying stellar population (Dressler & Gunn
1983; Couch & Sharples 1987; Dressler & Gunn 1992). Such
a spectrum is only possible for a galaxy which has recently
undergone a star-formation event vastly exceeding its past-
averaged star formation activity (hereafter “starburst”) or
rapid quenching (or both), necessarily meaning such galaxies
have necessarily undergone a violent transformation in the
recent past. These galaxies, eventually termed “K+As” af-
ter the two primary stellar types observed in their spectra1,
became the subject of intensive searches across all environ-
ments in both the local and distant universe. Initial searches
found a considerable fractional excess of K+A galaxies in-
habiting massive clusters at moderate redshift relative to
the coeval field (e.g., Belloni et al. 1995; Dressler et al. 1999;
Tran et al. 2003), which led to speculation that cluster-
related processes were essential to induce the strength of
burst or the rapidity of the quenching needed to induce a
K+A phase. Later studies showed that inhabiting a clus-
ter environment was not necessarily a requisite condition, as
K+As were also found in more rarefied environments such as
groups and, in some cases, the field (Zabludoff et al. 1996).
While some more recent studies have found that K+A galax-
ies are, by fraction, more likely to inhabit the cluster envi-
ronment at z ∼ 1 (Poggianti et al. 2009; Muzzin et al. 2012;
Wu et al. 2014), several studies have found a relatively large
fraction of K+As in the field at these redshifts (Yan et al.
2009; Wild et al. 2009; Vergani et al. 2010), again preclud-
ing the possibility that cluster-specific processes are solely
responsible for generating this evolutionary phase.
Howevever, the extreme rarity of the K+A population
and the lack of campaigns targeting overdense environments
at z ∼ 1 with coverage analogous to wide-scale coeval field
surveys at z ∼ 1 (e.g., Lilly et al. 2007; Le Fe`vre et al. 2013;
Newman et al. 2013) make such trends highly subject to
sample variance as well as the depth and breadth of the spec-
troscopic coverage. Perhaps the most pernicious difficulties
1 Though these galaxies are sometimes termed“post-starburst” it
should be clear from the definition that a starburst is not required
to generate the K+A phase. Regardless, we irresponsibly use the
two terms interchangeably throughout the paper.
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in interpreting these trends comes in the form of the choice
of metrics used to define environment (local vs. global), var-
ious controls or lack thereof on the sample (volume-limited
vs. flux-limited, luminosity-limited vs. stellar mass limited),
and the method by which K+A galaxies are selected. Ap-
proached carefully, the former two issues are perhaps easier
to mitigate. While quenching mechanisms appear to have
a complex relationship with local density, halo mass, dy-
namical state of the parent halo, stellar mass, and various
photometric and spectroscopic limits, such limitations can
be broadly controlled for with relative ease by making com-
pleteness corrections to the sample, incorporating appropri-
ate sample variance uncertainties, or by making proper in-
ternal comparisons. The issue of differing K+A selection,
however, is not correctable by these approaches as differ-
ing selections of galaxies classed “K+A” can fundamentally
change the galaxy population being probed and, by conse-
quence, the conditions that the selected population is ex-
periencing. While promising progress has been made on se-
lecting K+A populations photometrically (Wild et al. 2014;
Maltby et al. 2016), such methods are still maturing, and,
thus, we limit our discussion here to K+As selected spectro-
scopically. There are several issues with the canonical selec-
tion of K+A galaxies at higher redshift (z ∼ 1), and they are
primarily related to the requirement that K+A galaxies have
no ongoing star formation. While exceptions exist, the vast
majority of z ∼ 1 studies of K+A galaxies require the ab-
sence of the [OII] λ3727A˚ line in order to classify a galaxy as
K+A. Such a requirement carries with it a variety of issues
related to purity and completeness. The criterion or crite-
ria used to set the limit for the non-detection of [OII] line is
highly dependent on the signal to noise (S/N) and resolution
of the observed spectra. A minimal change at fixed S/N and
resolution can lead to the selection of dramatically different
populations (e.g., Wu et al. 2014). Equally importantly, the
[OII] line is highly subject to differential extinction and can
be emitted, copiously so, by processes other star formation
leaving open the possibility that even those z ∼ 1 K+A sam-
ples selected using an [OII] cut appropriate for their data will
be comprised of a large number of dusty starburst galaxies
(false positives) and will exclude a large number of galax-
ies with post-starburst features that are emitting [OII] for a
reason other than star formation (false negatives).
In this study we investigate a large population (∼ 500)
of galaxies in and around two large scale structures at
z ∼ 0.8 targeted with observed-frame optical spectroscopy,
of which ∼150 were followed up with near-infrared (NIR)
spectroscopy. These samples are additionally complemented
by deep 10+ band optical/NIR and X-ray imaging. With
these observations, we investigate the effects of complete-
ness and purity in traditionally-selected K+A populations in
both the field and in overdense environments and the conse-
quences for the inferences on quenching mechanisms in such
environments. The paper is organized as follows. Section §2
discusses the structures targeted in this study and lists the
properties of our optical/NIR imaging and spectroscopy. In
§3 we discuss the various analysis used to approach the anal-
ysis of K+A and other galaxy types. In §4 we discuss the
results of our investigation including those on the purity
and completeness of traditional K+A selection and the dif-
ferences between galaxies selected using traditional means
and those selected with our observations. Finally, in §5 we
summarize all of our results. Throughout this paper all mag-
nitudes, including those in the IR, are presented in the AB
system (Oke & Gunn 1983; Fukugita et al. 1996) All equiva-
lent width measurements are presented in the rest frame and
we adopt the convention of negative equivalent widths cor-
responding to a feature observed in emission. All distances
are quoted in proper units. We adopt a concordance ΛCDM
cosmology with H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.73, and ΩM
= 0.27.
2 TARGETS AND OBSERVATIONS
The subject of this study is the galaxy population in and
surrounding two large scale structures (LSSs) at z ∼ 0.8,
SG0023 and RXJ1716, drawn from the Observations of Red-
shift Evolution in Large Scale Environments (ORELSE;
Lubin et al. 2009) survey. The ORELSE survey is a massive
ongoing photometric and spectroscopic campaign dedicated
to mapping out and characterizing the galaxy population
in and around ∼20 large scale structures at 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.3.
These two LSSs were chosen from the full ORELSE sam-
ple to be the maiden fields for MOSFIRE observations due
to (a) their similarity in redshift, (b) their similar extensive
coverage in optical/NIR imaging and optical spectroscopy,
(c) their encompassing the full range of properties of LSSs
targeted by the ORELSE survey at these redshifts, and
(d) falling at a redshift where the Hα λ6563A˚ and the
[NII] λ6583A˚ features are comfortably situated away from
bright OH lines in the J-band sky. The optically-selected
SG0023 supergroup at z ∼ 0.83 is comprised of at least five
distinct groups (σv < 550 km s
−1) characterized by rela-
tively low dynamical masses (log(Mvir/M⊙) = 12.7 − 13.9),
a lack of discernible diffuse X-ray emission originating from
a hot medium (Rumbaugh et al. 2013), and a galaxy popu-
lation primarily composed of star-forming and starbursting
galaxies (Lubin et al. 2009). In stark contrast, the massive
(log(Mvir/M⊙) = 15.2), X-ray selected RXJ1716 cluster at
z ∼ 0.81 is characterized by a strong, regular diffuse intra-
cluster medium (ICM) emission (LX, bol = 9.3±0.4×10
44 ergs
s−1; Vikhlinin et al. 2002; Rumbaugh et al. 2016), though
with low level, but significant, structure near its outskirts,
a core of massive (log(M∗/M⊙) > 11), quiescent members,
and a large overall fraction of quiescent member galaxies2
(∼ 50%) to the stellar mass completeness limit of the spec-
troscopic survey (log(M∗/M⊙) ≥ 10). However, despite what
appears to be an evolved, isolated structure, the LSS appears
to house appreciable spatial and velocity sub-structure and
estimates of its halo mass from lensing (Clowe et al. 1998)
and X-ray (Ettori et al. 2004) (3− 4± 1× 1014 M⊙) are both
considerably below the estimate made from the dynamics of
its member population (see Table 1) indicating at least a
moderate departure from virialization. The general proper-
ties of the member groups and cluster of the two LSSs are
2 When referring to a particular cluster or group, the definition
of a “member galaxy” is given in Table 1. For LSSs, a member
galaxy is defined more loosely as simply a galaxy in the redshift
range of that LSS within the spatial constraints of our DEIMOS
coverage.
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given in Table 1. In this section we briefly discuss the imag-
ing and spectroscopic data taken of these LSSs and their
surrounding fields.
2.1 Imaging and Photometry
The wealth of imaging data available as well as their depth
for both SG0023 and RXJ1716 is given in Table 2. Here we
briefly summarize the observations and reduction of these
data. A full description of the reduction process of these data
will be given in Tomczak et al. (submitted). Optical imaging
of the two LSSs was taken from our own observations with
the Large Format Camera (LFC; Simcoe et al. 2000) on the
Palomar 5-m telescope and our own and archival imaging
with Suprime-Cam (Miyazaki et al. 2002) mounted on the
Subaru 8-m telescope. Reduction of the LFC data was done
in the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF, Tody
1993) and follows the methods outlined in (Gal et al. 2008).
Reduction of the Suprime-Cam data was performed with the
SDFRED2 pipeline (Ouchi et al. 2004) supplemented by sev-
eral Traitement E´le´mentaire Re´duction et Analyse des PIX-
els (TERAPIX3) routines. Photometric calibration in all cases
was performed from observations of Landolt (1992) standard
star fields taken on the same night of each observation.
Near-infrared imaging in the J and K bands was
taken with the Wide-Field Camera (WFCAM; Casali et al.
2007) mounted on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope
(UKIRT) and the Wide-field InfraRed Camera (WIRCam;
Puget et al. 2004) mounted on the Canada-France-Hawai’i
Telescope (CFHT) for SG0023 and RXJ1716, respectively.
The UKIRT data were processed using the standard UKIRT
processing pipeline courtesy of the Cambridge Astronomy
Survey Unit4 and the CFHT data through the I’iwi pre-
processing routines and TERAPIX. The photometric calibra-
tion of the mosaics output by both pipelines was done se-
lecting bright (m < 15), non-saturated objects with existing
Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006)
photometry. Further infrared imaging was obtained with
the Spitzer (Werner et al. 2004) InfraRed Array Camera
(IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) in all four channels for RXJ1716
and the two non-cryogenic channels ([3.6]/[4.5]) for SG0023.
The basic calibrated data (cBCD) images provided by the
Spitzer Heritage Archive were reduced using the MOsaicker
and Point source EXtractor (MOPEX; Makovoz & Marleau
2005) package in conjunction with several custom Interac-
tive Data Language (IDL) scripts written by J. Surace. Fur-
ther details will be given in Tomczak et al. (submitted).
All Spitzer imaging is provided flux-calibrated in units of
MJy/sr.
For the ground-based imaging, photometry was
obtained by running Source Extractor (SExtractor;
Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual-image mode using an
inverse-variance-weighted R+I+ and RC I
+Z+ stack as the de-
tection image for SG0023 and RXJ1716, respectively. Prior
to running SExtractor in each field, all images are regis-
tered to a common grid and convolved to the worst point
spread function (PSF) for that field (1′′ and 0.9′′ for SG0023
and RXJ1716, respectively) estimated from stacked point
3 http://terapix.iap.fr
4 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/wfcam/technical
sources in each image using the Richardson & Lucy algo-
rithm in scikit-image to generate the convolution kernel.
Fixed aperture photometry (1.3× the FWHM of the ho-
mogenized PSF) was then performed on these PSF-matched
images ensuring that an identical fraction of the light of
each object is measured in all broadband images. An aper-
ture correction was made to the measured magnitudes by
scaling the ratio of aperture and AUTO flux densities as
measured in the detection image, a similar practice to that
commonly adopted in other large surveys (e.g., Laigle et al.
2016; Moutard et al. 2016). Magnitude uncertainties were
calculated from adding, in quadrature, SExtractor uncer-
tainties to our own estimates of background noise drawn
from the 1σ root mean square (RMS) scatter of measure-
ments in hundreds of blank sky regions for each band. Pho-
tometry for the Spitzer/IRAC images was treated separately
due to the appreciably larger and differently shaped PSF
(∼ 2′′) in these bands relative to the ground-based images.
The package T-PHOT (Merlin et al. 2015) was used to trans-
late the segmentation map in the detection image for each
field to its equivalent in the Spitzer/IRAC images using a
given kernel and to mitigate blending through optimal scal-
ing of the resultant convolved segmentation map estimated
from a fit to the observed data. Flux densities are then ex-
tracted from the scaled best fit model of each object. A
summary of all imaging data and associated depths for both
fields is given in Table 2.
2.2 Optical Spectroscopy
Imaging in the r ′i′z′ from LFC and RC I
+Z+ from Suprime-
Cam were used to select spectroscopic targets in the SG0023
and RXJ1716 fields, respectively, following the methods out-
lined in Lubin et al. (2009). Briefly, the two unique colours
provided by the three observed bands were used to priori-
tize spectroscopic targets, with the highest priority targets
corresponding to galaxies with colours closest to the ex-
pected colours of quiescent galaxies at z ∼ 0.8 (see Table
2 of Lubin et al. 2009). Objects with colours with progres-
sively larger deviations from the colour range which defined
the highest priority targets were assigned progressively lower
priorities. While galaxies were prioritized in such a way, due
to the relative scarcity of the highest priority objects on the
sky, the vast majority of spectroscopic targets in both fields
(∼80%) were objects with colours which deviated from those
expected from z ∼ 0.8 quiescent galaxies. Observed-frame
optical spectroscopy was performed with the DEep Imag-
ing and Multi-Object Spectrometer (DEIMOS; Faber et al.
2003) at the Naysmith focus of the Keck ii telescope. All
DEIMOS observations were performed using the 1200 l
mm−1 grating with slitmasks employing 1′′ wide slits and
the grism tilted to a λc between 7500-7800A˚. This setup re-
sulted a plate scale of 0.33A˚ pix−1, an R ∼5000 (λ/θFWHM ,
where θFWHM is the full-width half-maximum resolution),
and a wavelength coverage of ∆λ∼2600A˚. Spectroscopic tar-
gets were generally limited to i′/I+ < 24.5 with a tail ex-
tending to i′/I+ ∼ 25.5.
In the SG0023 field nine DEIMOS masks were observed
between September 2005 and September 2010 under photo-
metric conditions with seeing that ranged from 0.45−0.81′′.
Integration times per mask ranged from 5700s and 9400s,
with τint scaled to roughly achieve a uniform distribution
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2017)
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Table 1. Cluster and Group Properties
Structure αa
J2000
δa
J2000
〈z 〉 N bmem, s pec σ
c
v Mvir
[deg] [deg] [km s−1] [log M⊙]
RXJ1716 259.2016 67.1392 0.8116 144 1150±162 15.2±0.2
SG0023A 6.0256 4.3590 0.8396 29 507±126 13.8±0.6
SG0023B1 5.9757 4.3884 0.8290 11 106±51 12.7±0.3
SG0023B2 5.9697 4.3820 0.8453 17 231±54 13.3±0.3
SG0023C 5.9247 4.3807 0.8466 70 544±59 13.7±0.3
SG0023M 5.9674 4.3199 0.8472 17 487±85 13.9±0.3
a: I+/i′-luminosity-weighted centre of member galaxies calculated using the method described in Ascaso et al. (2014). b: Defined as
galaxies with |∆v | ≤ 3σv from 〈z 〉 and Rpr o j < 2Rvir from the optical spatial centre, except for SG0023B1/B2 where coherent
structure in differential velocity was observed out to R >> Rvir , for which we adopted Rpr o j ≤ 0.5 h
−1
70
Mpc. c: The measured
line-of-sight (LOS) galaxy velocity dispersion measured using the method of Lemaux et al. (2012).
Table 2. Imaging Data
Band Telescope/Instrument Deptha
RXJ1716
B Subaru/Suprime-Cam 25.5
V Subaru/Suprime-Cam 26.0
RC Subaru/Suprime-Cam 25.8
I+ Subaru/Suprime-Cam 25.1
Z+ Subaru/Suprime-Cam 24.3
J CFHT/WIRCam 21.9
Ks CFHT/WIRCam 22.3
[3.6] Spitzer/IRAC 22.5
[4.5] Spitzer/IRAC 22.1
[5.8] Spitzer/IRAC 21.6
[8.0] Spitzer/IRAC 20.6
SG0023
B Subaru/Suprime-Cam 26.4
V Subaru/Suprime-Cam 25.9
R+ Subaru/Suprime-Cam 25.2
r ′ Palomar/LFC 25.1
I+ Subaru/Suprime-Cam 24.6
i′ Palomar/LFC 24.5
z′ Palomar/LFC 23.1
J UKIRT/WFCAM 22.0
K UKIRT/WFCAM 22.0
[3.6] Spitzer/IRAC 22.2
[4.5] Spitzer/IRAC 21.9
a: 5σ point source completeness limit
of continuum S/N per resolution element across all masks
independent of both conditions (in this case seeing only)
and the i′ distribution of target objects. Data were reduced
using a modified version of the Deep Evolutionary Extra-
galactic Probe 2 (DEEP2; Davis et al. 2003; Newman et al.
2013) spec2d pipeline. All objects, those targeted and those
which serendipitously fell in a slit, were visually inspected
and assigned a spectroscopic redshift (hereafter zspec) and
a redshift quality code (Q) in the zspec environment (see
Newman et al. 2013). A total of 1081 unique objects were
targeted and/or detected, which resulted in 943 high-Q zspec
measurements (Q=-1,3,4, see Gal et al. 2008; Newman et al.
2013 for the meaning of these values) of which 213 are in the
adopted redshift range of the supergroup, 0.820 ≤ z ≤ 0.855.
In the RXJ1716 field six DEIMOS masks were observed
between September 2010 to May 2015 with the grating tilted
to λc = 7800A˚ for all masks. Exposure times ranged from
5400s to 9000s under seeing that ranged from 0.54−0.83′′
and conditions that ranged from light cirrus to photometric.
A total of 828 unique objects were targeted and/or detected,
which resulted in 571 high-Q zspec measurements of which
144 are in the adopted cluster redshift range 0.798 ≤ z ≤
0.826. These observations are sufficiently deep to determine
continuum redshifts consistently to I+ ≤ 23.5−24 or roughly
0.4L∗ at z ∼ 0.85 with secure redshifts based on emission
line features obtainable to the limiting magnitude of the
DEIMOS survey (I+ ∼ 25.5).
Equivalent widths (EWs) measurements of the [OII]
λ3726,3279A˚ doublet and the Hδ λ4101A˚ Balmer series line
were performed following the bandpass method described
in Lemaux et al. (2010) on all high-Q extragalactic spectra
where the wavelength coverage allowed for the possibility
of the features to be present. All measurements were vi-
sually inspected and bandpasses were tweaked when obvi-
ous reduction artifacts were present. These measurements
would serve as the basis for the Multi-Object Spectrometer
For Infra-Red Exploration (MOSFIRE; McLean et al. 2012)
campaign that followed.
2.3 Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
The DEIMOS EW measurements for galaxies within the red-
shift ranges 0.775<z<0.912 and 0.975<z<1.020 were used
to select targets for follow-up NIR J-band spectroscopy
with MOSFIRE. These redshift ranges were chosen so that
[OII] and Hδ are almost certain to fell within the wave-
length coverage of DEIMOS for all slits6 and that both
the Hα λ6563A˚ and the [NII] λ6583A˚ feature fall within
the wavelength coverage of the MOSFIRE J-band spec-
troscopy (1.150≤ λ ≤1.350µm) away from the strongest
5 L∗ is adopted from De Propris et al. (2013) for z = 0.6 cluster
galaxies and translated to the redshift and filter of interest using
EZGal, http://www.baryons.org/ezgal/
6 Variations of up to ∼ ±120A˚ in λc can occur depending on the
placement of slit on the slitmask along the direction parallel with
the dispersion direction meaning, in some cases, we did not have
the coverage to detect one of the two features.
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Figure 1. Left : Observed-frame R+ − I+ colour-stellar mass (CSMD) for potential MOSFIRE target galaxies in the SG0023 field in the
lower of the two target redshift ranges (0.775 < z < 0.912). Only this redshift range is plotted as this is the redshift range adopted for
all subsequent analysis presented in this study. All galaxies shown in this plot have a secure spectroscopic redshift and measurements
of EW([OII]) and EW(Hδ). Galaxies are classed into quiescent (red circles), K+A (green diamonds), starburst (grey squares), and
star-forming (light blue squares) galaxies using traditional methods based on the strength of the [OII] and Hδ features. Dashed lines
indicate the bounds of the red sequence. Area normalized histograms are plotted for quiescent (red filled), K+A (green hatched), and
starburst+star-forming (grey/light blue hatched) galaxies for both stellar mass and colour. Right: Similar to the left panel except the
population plotted is that of the RXJ1716 field and the R+ filter has been exchanged for the RC filter. Galaxies in an identical redshift
range as those in the left panel are shown. In both SG0023 and RXJ1716 galaxies classified as quiescent are generally redder and more
massive in their stellar content than any of the other spectal classes. K+A galaxies appear to be intermediate to the quiescent and
star-forming/starbursting classes both in terms of stellar mass and observed-frame colour.
OH features in the J-band sky (1.260 <∼ λ
<
∼ 1.295µm). From
these measurements, three main classes of MOSFIRE tar-
gets were formed. In order of priority these were I) K+A
[EW([OII])>-3A˚, EW(Hδ)>4A˚ and, visually, the absence
of Hβ emission when the spectral coverage allowed for
it], II) starbursts [EW([OII])<-3A˚, EW(Hδ)>4A˚], and III)
star-forming galaxies [EW([OII])<-3A˚, EW(Hδ)<4A˚]. Quies-
cent galaxies [EW([OII])>-3A˚, EW(Hδ)<4A˚] were generally
avoided as MOSFIRE targets.
Such a scheme is largely consistent with those em-
ployed by other K+A studies at z ∼ 1 (see the re-
view of the logic behind a similar classification scheme in
Poggianti et al. 2009). Additionally, this metric of classifi-
cation shows a high degree of congruence with classification
which uses the observed-frame RC − I
+ and R+ − I+ colours.
For example, in RXJ1716 and SG0023, spectroscopically-
classified quiescent galaxies exhibit, by far, the reddest me-
dian colours (1.05 and 1.33, respectively), are the most mas-
sive in terms of their stellar content (〈log (M∗/M⊙)〉=10.67
and 10.79, respectively), and have the highest incidence
(87% and 80%, respectively) of galaxies with colours con-
sistent with the cluster/group red sequences as measured
by the methods defined in Lemaux et al. (2012) (see Fig-
ure 1). The EW([OII]) threshold adopted here was set by
fitting a half Gaussian to the positive portion of the dis-
tribution of EW([OII]) for all galaxies in the RXJ1716
and SG0023 field where this quantity was measured (i.e.,
where [OII] is observed to be in absorption). As such values
are unphysical, this part of the distribution results purely
from noise (instrumental or astrophysical). The threshold
of EW([OII])=-3A˚ was chosen as it is 1.5σ of the resul-
tant half-Gaussian fit, which, with 144 such galaxies in our
sample, implies that ≤10 galaxies with spuriously detected
[OII] emission contaminate our star-forming and starburst-
ing samples (i.e., >1.5σ on the negative side of the distri-
bution). The true number is likely less as each [OII] fea-
ture is visually inspected in the 1d and 2d DEIMOS spec-
tra. The Hδ cut adopted here for K+A populations is a
compromise between those chosen by various other stud-
ies (Zabludoff et al. 1996; Balogh et al. 1999; Dressler et al.
1999; Bartholomew et al. 2001; Le Borgne et al. 2006;
Poggianti et al. 2009; Swinbank et al. 2012) and, in con-
junction with the cut on [OII], ensures, at least to the
ability of the DEIMOS data to discriminate, that the last
major star-formation event ended within <∼ 1.5 Gyr irre-
spective of star formation history (SFH) (see, e.g., discus-
sion in Poggianti et al. 1999). While this may seem like
an excessively long timescale constraint to use to select
a transition population, this timescale is less (≤ 1 Gyr)
both in synthetic models (e.g., Lemaux et al. 2012) and in
hydrodynamic simulations (e.g., Snyder et al. 2011) when
only considering SFHs which include, at some point dur-
ing the history of a galaxy, a starburst. Such starbursts
need not be strong, it is sufficient that they form ∼5-10%
of the stellar mass of the galaxy in the event, and, in-
deed, it is suggested that a starburst of at least this modest
level is necessary to form K+A features (e.g., Balogh et al.
2005; Wild et al. 2009; Melnick & De Propris 2013, though
see, e.g., Newberry et al. 1990; Poggianti et al. 1999;
Le Borgne et al. 2006; Yan et al. 2009; Falkenberg et al.
2009 for an alternate view). However, a similarly tight
age constraint also applies if K+A features are produced
through rapidly quenched normal (or bursty) star formation
(Yan et al. 2009) making the distinction largely superfluous
for this study. We will show later (see §4.2) that this cut
selects K+A galaxies that have, on average, ended their star
formation within <∼ 1 Gyr. There were 194 (24/93/77) and
257 (23/123/111) potential MOSFIRE targets of these three
main classes in RXJ1716 and SG0023, respectively, bounded
by the quoted redshift ranges, where values inside the paren-
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Table 3. MOSFIRE Targets in the SG0023 and RXJ1716 Fields
Samplea,b NDE IMOS Nt ar geted NK AI ROS NK+A−Hα
Priority I: Traditional K+A 40 (29) 20 (19) –c 15 (14)
Priority II: Starburst/KAIROS 188 (118) 69 (60) 15 (12) –c
Priority III: Star Forming 178 (119) 32 (31) –c –c
Quiescent 113 (82) 15 (14) –c –c
a: Numbers given are for SG0023 and RXJ1716 combined and for galaxies in the redshift range 0.775 ≤ z ≤ 0.912 (see §2.3) b: Numbers
in parentheses refer to large scale structure members galaxies only c: Not possible by definition
theses indicate the number of priority I, II, and III targets,
respectively.
Three masks in RXJ1716 and three in SG0023 were ob-
served on August 15th, 2014 with MOSFIRE under photo-
metric conditions with seeing ranging from 0.5−0.9′′. Inte-
gration times for all masks was 7×4×120s (3360s), with an
ABBA nod pattern employed for each block of 4×120s expo-
sures nod pattern. Slit widths were set to 0.7′′ and the plate
scale to 1.3A˚ pix−1 resulting in an R ∼ 3500. The python-
based MOSFIRE DRP7 was used to reduce the raw frames.
This pipeline provides dark-subtracted, flat-fielded, rec-
tified, wavelength-calibrated, background-subtracted two-
dimensional flux density and variance arrays for every slit.
Each two-dimensional flux density spectrum output by the
pipeline was collapsed along the dispersion axis and a Gaus-
sian iteratively fit to the resulting collapsed profile with a
mean location beginning with the expected spatial location
of the targeted galaxy. The final parameters of the Gaussian
fit, mean and ±1.5σ, set the limits on the boxcar extraction
used to generate the one-dimensional flux density and noise
spectrum. In cases where the continuum was marginally de-
tected in MOSFIRE or only emission lines were present, the
dispersion axis would be collapsed over a limited wavelength
range and the fit was done by hand. During this process it
was noticed that the error arrays output by the pipeline
(i.e., the square root of the variance arrays) appeared to
be discordant with the RMS of the observed spectra away
from bright OH lines in that the former appeared to over-
estimate the true noise present in the data8. In an attempt
to rectify this discrepancy, all error spectra were scaled by
the ratio of the RMS to the median error for that spectrum
(roughly a factor of four in all cases). Absolute spectropho-
tometric calibration was performed by observations of stan-
dards throughout the night, though, in practice, this step
was largely superfluous as we focus in this study almost ex-
clusively on relative quantities.
In total, 78 galaxies were observed with MOSFIRE
in each of the two fields to an average 3σ line limit of
fline ≥ 7×10
−18 ergs s−1 cm−2 including a slit loss correction
appropriate for the average targeted galaxy, equivalent, for
Hα, to an unobscured star formation rate of ∼ 0.1 M⊙ yr
−1
at z = 0.83 adopting the conversion of Kennicutt (1998) and
scaling to a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF).
7 http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/mosfire/drp.html
8 This was a known issue in the earlier version of the pipeline
employed for our data. According to the official documentation,
there no longer remains issues with the output variance arrays for
the newest version of the pipeline.
Of these 156 galaxies, 61 (12/36/13) and 65 (8/37/20) in
RXJ1716 and SG0023, respectively, were comprised of the
three main classes described above and fell within the red-
shift ranges adopted earlier in this section (0.775<z<0.912
and 0.975<z<1.020). The remaining 17 and 13 MOSFIRE
targets in RXJ1716 and SG0023, respectively, were at dif-
ferent redshifts, were spectrally classed as quiescent, or
were zphot members with no corresponding DEIMOS spec-
tra and thus excluded from the remainder of our analysis.
The above numbers for the three main classes result in a
42.6%, 32.0%, and 17.5% MOSFIRE targeting completeness
for K+As, starbursts, and star-forming galaxies across the
redshift ranges of interest. As only a small number of prior-
ity I, II, and III galaxies were observed across the two fields
in the higher redshift bin (i.e., four priority II targets), in
this paper we will focus exclusively on the lower redshift bin
for which the MOSFIRE targeting completeness was higher,
50.0%, 36.7%, and 18.0% for priority I, II, and III galax-
ies, respectively. This redshift range contains the vast ma-
jority (∼ 95%) of galaxies targeted with MOSFIRE across
the two fields, is roughly centreed at the redshift range of
the two LSSs, and retains a large number of both DEIMOS-
and MOSFIRE-targeted galaxies while not appreciably com-
promising completeness. While some portion of the galax-
ies in this redshift range are found in the coeval field, a
majority (∼ 70%) are members of the two LSSs. Line flux
measurements were made following the bandpass method of
Lemaux et al. (2010) with 3σ upper limits imposed on any
line not significantly detected. Because the MOSFIRE ob-
servations did not generally go to sufficient depth to signifi-
cantly detect stellar continua, the Hα emission line flux (or
limits thereon) calculated after applying a slit loss correc-
tion was used in conjunction with the J-band magnitudes,
transformed to the rest-frame, to calculate EW(Hα).
3 METHODS
3.1 Broadband Spectral Energy Distribution
Fitting
Spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting was performed
on the imaging in three stages. First, aperture magni-
tudes were input to the code Easy and Accurate zphot
from Yale (EAZY, Brammer et al. 2008) for the purposes
of estimating photometric redshifts (hereafter zphot). For
each object, the zphot is estimated from from a proba-
bility distribution function (PDF) generated by minimiz-
ing the χ2 of the observed flux densities and a set of
seven basis templates at each redshift. These seven ba-
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Figure 2. Voronoi Monte-Carlo overdensity maps (see §3.2) of one redshift slice containing part (along the line of sight) of the RXJ1716
cluster (left) and the SG0023 supergroup (right). Redshift slices are bounded by ±1500 km s−1 from the central redshift of each slice.
The scale bar shown in the bottom left of each panel gives maps colours to their associated level of overdensity. Blue diamonds show the
sky distribution of galaxies with high-quality spectroscopic redshifts that fall within the redshift range of each LSS (see §2.2), while small
black points show that of all objects with high-quality spectroscopic redshifts. Dashed circles of radius Rpr o j = 1 h
−1
70
Mpc originating at
the I+/i′ luminosity-weighted centres of the RXJ1716 cluster and five SG0023 member groups are overplotted. Only those objects with
18 ≤ I+ ≤ 24.5 were used to generate the maps. Both maps were smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 4.5 pixels (∼300 h−1
70
kpc) for visualization purposes. Actual overdensity measurements are made on unsmoothed maps.
sis templates were generated from a large library of PE´-
GASE models (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997, see also
Grazian et al. 2006) following the methodology given in §2.2
of Brammer et al. (2008), though several changes in the in-
put models were made since this time including the imple-
mentation of emission lines (Brammer et al. 2011). The pa-
rameter “zpeak” was adopted as the measure of zphot , with
the uncertainties on this parameter estimated from the PDF
of each source. Also at this stage, a second round of fitting
was performed separately for which we exclusively employed
stellar templates drawn from the Pickles (1998) library. The
reduced χ2 values between the two set of fits were com-
pared to separate, in conjunction with other criteria, stars
from galaxies. A use flag was generated for all objects in
the photometric catalogue which allowed for the removal of
those objects that were likely stellar, had a S/N<3 in the de-
tection band, were covered in less than five of the broadband
images, had significant saturation (> 20% of the segmenta-
tion map pixels), or were poorly fit in the galaxy portion
of the SED fitting (see Straatman et al. in prep.). Such ob-
jects totaled ∼ 4 and ∼ 9% of the photometric objects in
the SG0023 and RXJ1716 fields, respectively, over the area
bounded by the DEIMOS coverage. These objects were re-
moved from our analysis.
The precision and accuracy of the photometric redshifts
were estimated from fitting a Gaussian to the distribution
of (zspec − zphot )/(1 + zspec) measurements in the range
0.5≤ z ≤1.2 and was found to be σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.025 with a
catastrophic outlier rate (∆z/(1+z) > 0.15) of η ∼ 4% for both
fields to a limit of I+ ≤ 24.5. At this point, a slight systematic
offset from zero (∆z/(1 + zphot ) ∼ 0.01) was noticed for both
fields. The value of this offset, multiplied by (1+zphot), was
applied to all raw zphot values. The spectroscopic sample was
also used during the initial fitting to iteratively correct the
photometric zero points of each filter following the method-
ology of Brammer et al. (2011). These corrections assumes
that the properties and statistics of the spectroscopic sam-
ple, a sample which constitutes only 1.4− 2.8% of the usable
photometric objects in the region bounded by the DEIMOS
coverage, can be applied to the underlying photometric sam-
ple. For the single facet of this analysis where we rely at
all on zphot measurements (§3.2), we cut the photometric
sample in a magnitude range matched to the spectroscopic
sample such that this assumption likely holds.
For the second stage of the SED fitting process, the
EAZY code is again run, but this time setting either the high-
Q zspec , when available, or the zphot from EAZY as a redshift
prior. Identical models are employed at this stage as were
employed at the first stage. Identical photometric zero points
are also applied. At the conclusion of this fitting, rest-frame
magnitudes are directly estimated from the best-fit template
following the methodology of Brammer et al. (2011). These
extinction-uncorrected rest-frame aperture magnitudes are
corrected to total magnitudes by the scaling method de-
scribed in §2.1.
For the final stage of the fitting process, the code Fitting
and Assessment of Synthetic Templates (FAST, Kriek et al.
2009) was used to perform SED fitting on the aperture-
corrected magnitudes using the same redshift priors as were
used in the second stage, again with identical photometric
zero points applied. Exponentially declining stellar popula-
tion synthesis (SPS) Bruzual & Charlot 2003 models (here-
after BC03) were adopted with a Chabrier 2003 IMF and
a Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law. The ranges of al-
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lowed parameters are comparable to those of Tomczak et al.
(2016).For each fit, the maximum age bounded by the age
of the universe at the zspec or zphot redshift. Stellar-phase
metallicity was fixed to Z = Z⊙. For this paper only stellar
mass derived from this fitting are used. Each parameter is
estimated from the best-fit value and uncertainties are de-
rived through 100 realizations of re-fitting to an SED with
photometry that has been tweaked by a Gaussian random
multiple of its photometric errors for each band (as in, e.g.,
Ryan et al. 2014).
3.2 Local Overdensity
For certain aspects of this analysis we will focus on the en-
vironmental distribution of various types of galaxies. While
environmentally-driven evolution within LSSs is certainly a
complex function of redshift, smaller-scale galaxy density,
and the properties of the LSS in which a galaxy resides,
we choose in this paper to focus almost exclusively on local
overdensity as a proxy for environment. In future studies
that will include all ORELSE fields this analysis will extend
to separately binning the distribution of different classes of
galaxies varying local density, halo mass, dynamical and spa-
tial distribution within the LSS, and redshift while holding
the other quantities fixed. In order to estimate the local
environment of the galaxies in our sample, we employ the
Voronoi Monte-Carlo technique described in (Lemaux et al.
2017). The method that we employ broadly follows that
employed in Darvish et al. (2015), in which it was found,
through comparisons to simulated density fields, that the
“weighted Voronoi tessellation estimator” computed in that
study matched or exceeded the accuracy and precision of
all other metrics of density estimation. The one metric with
comparable performance to the Voronoi approach, weighted
adaptive kernel estimation, is sensitive to both the form and
size of the kernel and, generally, employs a spatially sym-
metric kernel (along the transverse dimensions) which is not
ideal for the complex LSSs studied here. Further quantita-
tive measures of the accuracy and precision of our imple-
mentation derived from (over)density field reconstructions
on mock catalogs will be described in Tomczak et al. (in
prep) and Lemaux et al. (in prep). We discuss the version
of Voronoi Monte-Carlo technique employed here briefly.
For each Monte-Carlo realization, Gaussian sampling
is performed for each object without a high quality zspec
(but with a good use flag, see §3.1). The sampled value,
in units of σ, is then multiplied by either the effective 1σ
lower or upper uncertainty on zphot for that object depend-
ing on which side of the peak of the Gaussian sample fell.
For each object, this value is then either subtracted from or
added to its original zphot to create a new zphot, MCi for
that realization. These objects along with all galaxies with
high quality extragalactic zspec are sliced into 85 redshift
bins running from 0.55 ≤ z ≤ 1.4, and Voronoi tessellation
is performed on each realization of redshift slice on all ob-
jects that fall within that redshift bin. For each realization
of each slice, a grid of 75×75 kpc is created to sample the
underlying local density distribution. The local density at
each grid value for each realization and slice is set equal to
the inverse of the Voronoi cell area (multiplied by D2
A
) of
the cell that encloses the central point of that grid. Final
local densities, ΣVMC , for each grid point in each redshift
slice are then computed by median combining the values of
100 realizations of the Voronoi maps for that slice. The lo-
cal overdensity value for each grid point is then computed as
log(1+ δgal) ≡ log(1+ (ΣVMC − Σ˜VMC )/Σ˜VMC ), where Σ˜VMC
is the median ΣVMC for all grid points over which the map
is defined (i.e., where there is coverage in a sufficient num-
ber of bands). By adopting local overdensity rather than
local density as a proxy of evironment, we largely mitigate
issues of sample selection and differential bias as a function
of redshift.
Two main changes were made with respect to the
method detailed in (Lemaux et al. 2017) to adapt this tech-
nique to the ORELSE data. The first is that redshift slices
were defined not to be constant in line of sight proper dis-
tance but rather in velocity space encompassing ±1500 km
s−1 from the central redshift of each bin. This velocity width
was imposed to roughly match the average ±3σv of the con-
stituent sub-structures of the LSSs presented in this pa-
per and ranges from ±1.3σv to ±14.2σv for individual sub-
structures (see Table 1). The second change made was to
treat zspec measurements in a binary fashion in that galax-
ies with high-Q zspec measurements always had their red-
shifts fixed to zspec rather than have some chance in each
realization of being treated in the probabilistic manner de-
scribed above. Voronoi Monte-Carlo maps were generated
in half steps of 1500 km s−1 with central redshift bins run-
ning from 0.55 ≤ z ≤ 1.4. For all Voronoi Monte-Carlo maps,
the photometric and spectroscopic catalogues were cut at
18 ≤ I+ ≤ 24.5, a magnitude range which encompasses nearly
all high-Q ORELSE objects. For the redshift slices used in
this study (0.775≤ z ≤0.912, see §2.3), the median fraction
of zspec to zphot objects for all realizations across the en-
tire area over which the maps were defined (∼0.25◦) varies
from 3-37% across the two fields, with a similar distribution
in each field. Figure 2 shows example slices of the Voronoi
Monte-Carlo maps centreed at the average systemic redshifts
of SG0023 and RXJ1716. While the redshift slices shown in
each panel of Figure 2 do not span the entire redshift range
of each LSS, it can be seen that the estimated density field
largely traces the LSS members and peaks near the central
regions of the constituent cluster and groups.
4 POST-STARBURST GALAXIES IN
HIGH-REDSHIFT LARGE SCALE
STRUCTURES
With these observations and measurements in place, we now
begin a preliminary census of the true K+A population in
RXJ1716 and SG0023. In this study we focus our attention
on two main aspects of this census. First, we investigate
the incompleteness and impurity of K+A populations se-
lected purely by observed-frame optical spectroscopy (e.g.,
DEIMOS) at z ∼ 1 as revealed by our MOSFIRE obser-
vations and estimate the fraction of true K+A galaxies.
Secondly, we investigate differences between the DEIMOS-
selected K+A population and the true population of K+As
in terms of their stacked broadband properties and distribu-
tion across different environments.
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4.1 Revealing the True Post-Starburst Population
Using the traditional scheme to select post-starburst galax-
ies at high redshift, strong Balmer features, proxied by
EW(Hδ)>4A˚, and the absence of emission lines tradition-
ally associated with ongoing star formation, proxied by
EW([OII])>-3A˚ (i.e., priority I galaxies, see §2.3), results in
a K+A fraction of 7.7±1.2% (40/519). This fraction is cal-
culated for all galaxies in our sample in the redshift range
0.775≤ z ≤0.912 with I+ ≤ 24.5 for which a reliable EW(Hδ)
and EW([OII]) measurement could be made (see §2.3). The
galaxies selected using this method will be referred to as“tra-
ditional K+As” throughout the remainder of the paper. The
fraction of traditional K+As does not change significantly
if the redshift range is restricted to that of the two LSSs
(8.3±1.5%, 29/348) and is broadly consistent with those
found in other LSSs at similar redshifts (Tran et al. 2003,
2007; Poggianti et al. 2009; Muzzin et al. 2012; Wu et al.
2014). The former point is likely a reflection of the majority
of the spectroscopic sample in our adopted redshift range
being associated with the LSSs. This fraction also does not
change significantly (7.7±1.3%, 31/405) if we instead calcu-
late it after imposing the stellar mass limit of the spectro-
scopic sample (see §2). In a nearly equivalent exercise, we
find the traditional K+A fraction also remains statistically
unchanged if we impose a stricter I+-band cut, e.g., imposing
I+ ≤ 23.5 results in a traditional K+A fraction of 6.9± 1.2%
(29/422).
As dicussed in §2.3, with MOSFIRE we have targeted
two populations that have the potential to be true K+A
galaxies, defined as those galaxies with no ongoing star-
formation activity but which still fulfill our EW(Hδ)>4A˚ re-
quirement. The first are the traditional K+As for which we
have no evidence of ongoing star formation in our DEIMOS
spectra (priority I galaxies). The second are the galaxies
with K+A features that would have been classified as such
but for the presence of formally significant [OII] emission
(priority II galaxies). With the former we will attempt here
to quantify the level of purity attained using the observed-
frame optical selection, with the latter the level of complete-
ness of this selection.
From the MOSFIRE observations of each galaxy we
measured the flux ratio of the Hα and [NII] emission fea-
tures or placed limits thereon (see §2.3). This measure of
(or limit on) the [NII]/Hα is used in an attempt to deter-
mine the source of the emission for each galaxy. We clas-
sify those galaxies for which this ratio (or lower limit) is in
excess of log([NII]/Hα)≥-0.25 as being dominated by emis-
sion from a process other than star formation, i.e., the
emission originates from either that of a Low-Ionization
Nuclear Emission-line Region (LINER) or a Seyfert (here-
after LINER/Seyfert). This value was adopted as it excludes
100% of galaxies within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
star-forming locus (Kauffmann et al. 2003) as seen in the
incarnation of the Baldwin et al. (1981) (hereafter BPT)
diagram which employs [NII]. This [NII]/Hα ratio is also
higher than that exhibited by most SDSS composite objects
and includes nearly all objects within the regions populated
by LINERs and Seyferts (Kewley et al. 2006). While this
classification scheme is calibrated for a galaxy sample at
z ∼ 0.1, little to no evolution is observed or predicted in var-
ious versions of the BPT diagram up to z ∼ 1 (Kewley et al.
2013a,b; Jones et al. 2015). While systematically elevated
[NII]/Hα ratios have been observed for other star-forming
populations observed with MOSFIRE (e.g., Sanders et al.
2015) such an offset may only apply to particular subsets of
galaxies (Shapley et al. 2015) and are observed in samples
appearing 4 Gyr earlier in cosmic time (z ∼ 2) when physical
conditions in star-forming galaxies appear to be appreciably
different than those at lower redshift (see Sanders et al. 2015
and references therein). Such a cut also appears, from mod-
eling, to be sufficient to select the vast majority of galaxies
whose emission features are powered by both fast and slow
shocks (Alatalo et al. 2016). Galaxies with an upper limit or
a measured ratio below log([NII]/Hα)<-0.25 we classify here
as star forming. While the emission lines of such galaxies can
still be partially powered by LINER/Seyfert emission, it is
enough for our purposes that at least some of the emission
can potentially come from star formation. In the left panel of
Figure 3 we show EW([OII]) vs. log([NII]/Hα) for all galax-
ies with EW(Hδ)>4A˚ that were targeted with MOSFIRE
for which we measured a significant detection for at least
[NII] or Hα. In addition, we show the emission class of the
galaxies when a definitive classification could be made. Tra-
ditional K+As are shown as galaxies with downward-facing
arrows. The remaining galaxies are potential K+As that
have [OII] emission significantly detected in their DEIMOS
spectra (i.e., priority II galaxies). In the right panel of Fig-
ure 3 we plot the EW ratio of [OII] and Hα vs. log([NII]/Hα)
for a subset of these galaxies (see Figure 3 caption).
Of the 20 traditional K+As targeted with MOSFIRE for
which we could make meaningful measurements, five exhib-
ited significant (> 3σ) Hα emission in tandem with [NII]/Hα
ratios (or upper limits) consistent with originating from re-
gions of ongoing star formation. Such galaxies are likely the
product of heavy dust obscuration in which the [OII] (and
potentially Hβ when it was possible to observe) is heavily
differentially attenuated within H ii regions strong enough to
suppress even the EW([OII]) measurement, but from which
appreciable numbers of Hα photons can escape (see, e.g.,
Oemler et al. 2009). As post-starburst galaxies cannot, by
definition, house ongoing star formation, traditional classifi-
cation of z ∼ 1 K+A galaxies based solely on observed-frame
optical spectroscopy results in sample 25% contaminated by
galaxies with active star formation. Such a fraction is sta-
tistically consistent with that seen in Wu et al. (2014) from
a study of traditionally-selected K+As in the SC1604 su-
percluster at z ∼ 0.9 based on the prevalence of significant
mid-infrared (MIR) emission. The remaining 15 galaxies for
which either no Hα emission was significantly detected or
whose [NII]/Hα ratios (or limits thereon) did not defini-
tively point to star-formation processes as the origin of the
Hα emission (hereafter termed K+A-Hα galaxies) we adopt
as part of the true K+A population for the remainder of the
paper.
Of the 69 priority II (starburst) galaxies at 0.775 ≤
z ≤ 0.912 targeted with MOSFIRE, [NII]/Hα classifica-
tions, either through significant detections of both lines
or constraining limits, were made of 54. Of these, 39 had
log([NII]/Hα) <-0.25 consistent with emission originating
from star formation, the null hypothesis for these galax-
ies. However, 15 of these galaxies had [NII]/Hα ratios (or
lower limits) consistent with dominant LINER/Seyfert emis-
sion (log([NII]/Hα) ≥-0.25). In such cases, the [OII] emis-
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Figure 3. Left : Plot of (inverted) [OII] equivalent width (EW) vs. the emission line flux ratio of [NII]/Hα for all MOSFIRE targets in
the redshift range indicated with EW(Hδ)> 4 A˚ and for which at least Hα or [NII] were detected at a significant (>3σ) level. The dashed
line demarcates galaxies dominated by LINER/Seyfert emission (log([NII]/Hα)≥-0.25) from those galaxies consistent with having some
residual ongoing star formation activity (log([NII]/Hα)<-0.25). All galaxies with EW([OII]>-3A˚ (see §2.3) are plotted by adopting their
3σ EW([OII]) limits and are shown with downward facing arrows and are circumscribed grey diamonds. These galaxies comprise the
subset of traditional K+A galaxies targeted by MOSFIRE where Hα or [NII] was significantly detected. Galaxies with a 3σ limit on [NII]
are shown with leftward facing arrows, those with a 3σ limit on Hα are shown with rightward facing arrows and are circumscribed by
green boxes. Galaxies definitively classified as star-forming or LINER/Seyfert galaxies are shown as filled blue circles and red diamonds,
respectively. Those galaxies whose limits on [NII]/Hα were not sufficiently constraining are shown as darker green filled squares. The
full sample of KAIROS galaxies are visible on this plot as those red diamonds not circumscribed by grey diamonds. Typical (median)
errors for individual measurements are shown in the upper right portion of the panel. Right: Same as left, but with the EW ratio of [OII]
and Hα plotted on the ordinate. The meaning of symbols, arrows, and lines are the same. Only those galaxies for which we measured
significant detection in both [NII] and [OII] and/or [NII] and Hα are shown. The generally lower values of EW([OII])/EW(Hα) exhibited
by the KAIROS galaxies suggests that most have their emission powered by Seyfert or hybrid activity.
sion observed in the DEIMOS spectrum can also be at-
tributed to a LINER/Seyfert process rather than star for-
mation (Lemaux et al. 2010). Such galaxies are therefore
spuriously classified by our DEIMOS spectra, as they have
ceased star formation activity but show signs of a recently
truncated (≤1 Gyr) episode of star formation, the defining
criteria of a K+A galaxy. For the remainder of the paper,
such galaxies, which would be classified as K+A but for
their relatively strong [OII] emission which is powered by a
dominant LINER/Seyfert source (i.e., false negative K+As)
are referred to as K+A with ImposteR [OII]-derived Star
formation (KAIROS) galaxies. Applying these statistics to
those priority II galaxies that either went untargeted with
MOSFIRE or were unclassifiable to the depth of our obser-
vations results in ∼ 50 KAIROS galaxies over the redshift
range 0.775 ≤ z ≤ 0.912, a value which exceeds the full tradi-
tional K+A sample in the same redshift range. Accounting
for the impurity of the traditional K+A sample and includ-
ing the estimated number of KAIROS galaxies in our full
sample results in a true K+A fraction of 15.7±1.7%. Thus,
not only does traditional selection of K+As at z ∼ 1 result in
a sample in which a moderate fraction of galaxies have on-
going star formation, but such a selection also misses more
than half of the true K+A population. This fraction also does
not change significantly if computed to the stellar mass com-
pleteness limit of our spectroscopic sample (see Table 4) nor
if a different I+ cut is imposed on the sample.
4.1.1 Environmental Dependence of the Post-Starburst
Fraction
While we defer a complete analysis of the dependence of the
two types of K+A fractions across different large scale envi-
ronments (i.e., field, group, and cluster) and its dependence
on various properties of LSSs to future work, we attempt
here a cursory look. For this analysis we apply the statistics
of the full sample and calculate fractions using all galax-
ies in the redshift range 0.775 ≤ z ≤ 0.912. This choice was
made to maximise the number of galaxies in each sub-sample
we will define, though we note that results presented here
largely hold if fractions are instead calculated only to the
stellar mass completeness limit of our spectroscopic sample
and/or by applying the statistics of each sub-sample sep-
arately. Group and cluster galaxies are defined broadly as
those in the adopted SG0023 and RXJ1716 redshift ranges
(see §2.2), with field galaxies defined as all galaxies which do
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not fall in the previous two categories. Only those galaxies
which were spectrally classifiable were used. Adopting the
traditional K+A classification scheme results in K+A frac-
tions of 4.4±2.0%, 7.2±1.8%, and 10.1±2.6% amongst field,
group, and cluster galaxies, respectively. Such fractions and
the trend of increasing traditional K+A fraction with in-
creasing mass of the average central halo hosting the galaxy
population is consistent with those observed in a variety
of other z ∼ 1 K+A studies (e.g., Tran et al. 2003, 2004;
Poggianti et al. 2009; Muzzin et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2014).
The observed trend is flattened considerably when compar-
ing the combined KAIROS/K+A-Hα9 fractions, which are
13.2±3.4%, 14.3±2.7%, and 15.9±3.3% for the same three
sub-samples, respectively. At first glance, this lack of depen-
dence seems to imply that more massive central halos do
not preferentially induce a K+A phase, contrary to results
obtained for the vast majority of K+A studies at z ∼ 1.
However, a slightly more nuanced approach can be
taken. The number of K+A galaxies relative to the total
number of combined starbursting and star-forming galax-
ies, hereafter K+A/(SB+SF), is a quantity more intimately
linked with the efficacy of quenching processes. This fraction
has been shown to be markedly higher amongst members
of massive clusters and groups whose galaxy populations
resemble those of more relaxed clusters (Poggianti et al.
2009) than the field or groups with a dominant star-
forming population. Despite the similar true K+A frac-
tions across the three sub-samples, a suggestive excess is
observed in the true K+A/(SB+SF) fraction for cluster
galaxies (29.3±6.6%) as compared to group or field galaxies
(21.5±3.9% and 20.6±5.4, respectively). As the vast major-
ity of the SG0023 galaxy population is undergoing active
star formation (∼70%) and the groups show no large scale
X-ray emission indicative of an excessively harsh medium
for the average group halo mass, the similarity of this frac-
tion between the SG0023 members and in the field is per-
haps not surprising. A similar trend was seen a study of 11
groups at z ∼ 1 (Mok et al. 2013) in which colour-selected,
green “transition” galaxies were found to comprise a con-
sistent fraction of SB+SF galaxies relative to a coeval field
sample at all stellar masses, though this fraction was seen
to change dramatically as a function of stellar mass. The
elevated fraction amongst the RXJ1716 members points to
more efficient quenching within the bounds of the cluster,
which, perhaps not coincidentally, is the only region in our
sample definitively known to contain a hot medium. This
trend is qualitatively similar to results found in the SC1604
supercluster, in which the only two constituent structures
with detectable ICM emission (clusters A and B) exhibited
both higher traditional K+A fractions and lower fractions of
star-forming galaxies than all other clusters/groups within
the supercluster as well as the coeval field (Lemaux et al.
2012; Wu et al. 2014). Though differing spatial and spec-
tral selections and different breadth and depth of NIR spec-
troscopic coverage preclude a rigorous quantitative compar-
ison between our sample and that presented in Wu et al.
(2014), the completeness/purity-corrected, LINER/Seyfert-
corrected true K+A/(SB+SF) fractions in clusters A and
9 This term will be used interchangeably with the term “true
K+A” throughout the paper.
B range from ∼ 25 − 30% as contrasted with ∼15% for the
galaxy populations of the SC1604 groups. These values are
broadly consistent with those found amongst the galaxy pop-
ulation of SG0023 and RXJ1716. While this trend holds in
our own data if we instead calculate these fractions for tra-
ditional K+As, these fractions decrease by a factor of 2-2.5×
across all sub-samples. As the relative abundance of transi-
tional populations is used to place constraints on quenching
timescales (e.g., Balogh et al. 2011, 2016; Mok et al. 2014;
Muzzin et al. 2014), such a decrease can lead to drastically
different conclusions on both the relative and absolute effec-
tiveness of quenching mechanisms (Poggianti et al. 2009).
In the following sections we investigate whether the short-
comings of traditional K+A selection are limited to lower
purity and completeness or whether traditional K+As are
comprised of a distinct population from the sample selected
here.
4.2 The Evolutionary Stages of K+A and
KAIROS Galaxies
We begin this investigation by comparing the average prop-
erties of traditional K+As and those K+As selected from
the MOSFIRE+DEIMOS data. The latter sample is com-
prised both of known KAIROS galaxies and the pure pop-
ulation of traditional K+As, i.e., K+A-Hα galaxies (see
§4.1). Galaxies selected using traditional K+A techniques
appear, on average, both more massive in their stellar con-
tent (log(〈M∗〉/M⊙) = 10.65 vs. log(〈M∗〉/M⊙) = 10.35)
and redder (MNUV − Mr ′ = 4.2 vs. MNUV − Mr ′ = 4.0)
than the combined population of KAIROS/K+A-Hα galax-
ies. The two populations also appear at different positions in
MNUV − Mr ′ vs. Mr ′ − MJ phase space, a phase space which
is commonly employed to separate star-forming from qui-
escent populations. Traditional K+As, with average colours
of 4.2 and 0.80, respectively, fall comfortably into the region
of this phase space indicating quiescence (at 0.5 < z < 1,
see Lemaux et al. 2014), though in the region of this phase
space is potentially also populated by recently (<∼ 1 Gyr)
rapidly quenched galaxies (see, e.g., Moutard et al. 2016). In
moderate contrast, the average KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxy,
with colours of 4.0 and 0.85, respectively, appears in the
liminal region of this phase space between star-forming and
quiescent populations where younger transitional popula-
tions are likely to lie (Ilbert et al. 2010; Lemaux et al. 2014;
Moutard et al. 2016). In Figure 4 we plot MNUV − Mr ′ vs.
Mr ′ − MJ for all traditional K+A and KAIROS/K+A-Hα
galaxies.
Such differences suggest that the true K+A population
is predominantly younger than the K+A population selected
using traditional means. While we, in principle, have esti-
mates of the mean luminosity-weighted stellar age output
by the SED fitting described in §3.1, age estimates from
applying traditional SED-fitting techniques to broadband
photometry alone are highly uncertain (e.g., Lee et al. 2009;
Pforr et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 2016). Here, however, we
have the luxury of high S/N DEIMOS spectra that con-
tain several age sensitive features (e.g., Dn(4000), Hδ, G-
band λ4305A˚). These spectra in conjunction with the broad
rest-frame wavelength coverage of our photometry allow us
to place much stronger constraints on internal extinctions
than is possible with the limited wavelength range of our
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Table 4. K+A Fractions
Sample Traditional K+A Fractiona KAIROS/K+A-Hα Fractiona (KAIROS/K+A-Hα)/(SB+SF)
Full 7.7±1.2% (7.7±1.3%) 15.7±1.7% (15.3±1.9%) –
LSSs Only 8.3±1.5% (8.5±1.7%) 15.6±2.0% (14.4±2.2%) –
Field Only 4.4±2.0% 13.2±3.4% 20.6±5.4%
SG0023 7.2±1.8% 14.3±2.7% 21.5±3.9%
RXJ1716 10.1±2.6% 15.9±3.3% 29.3±6.6%
a: Where calculated, the numbers in parentheses gives fractions for the stellar-mass-limited sample (log (M∗/M⊙) ≥ 10)
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Figure 4. Rest-frame MNUV − Mr ′ vs. Mr ′ − MJ distribu-
tion of all galaxies (small grey points) in SG0023 and RXJ1716
spectroscopically confirmed in the redshift range 0.775 ≤ z ≤
0.912. Overplotted are those galaxies which meet our criteria
for traditional K+A (green diamonds) or KAIROS/K+A-Hα
(blue circles). The black line shows the delination in this phase
space between star-forming and quiescent galaxies adopted from
Lemaux et al. (2014). Area normalized histograms are shown for
all galaxies (grey filled), traditional K+As (green hatched), and
KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxies (blue hatched). The histograms in
the left panel are plotted as “effective colour” defined as the dis-
tance away from the quiescent/star-forming dividing line. The two
flavours of K+A galaxies have similar colours in this phase space,
with KAIROS/K+A-Hα preferring slightly bluer MNUV − Mr ′
and slightly redder Mr ′ − MJ colours, possibly indicating a
younger population on average (see §4.2).
DEIMOS spectroscopy. These constraints, in turn, largely
allows for the breaking of the degeneracy between the stel-
lar age of a galaxy and its dust content (as in Thomas et al.
2016, though at higher redshift), which subsequently al-
lows for at least the potential of precision measurements
on ages10.
The DEIMOS spectra of the two populations was com-
bined (hereafter “coadded”) through an inverse variance-
weighted average after shifting each individual spectrum
to the rest frame, interpolating onto a standard grid with
constant plate scale of ∆λ = 0.33/(1 + zmin) (where zmin
is the minimum zspec for each sample), and normaliz-
ing each spectrum to an average flux density of unity
(e.g., unit weighted) following the methodology described in
10 Here and throughout the remainder of the paper “age” is de-
fined as the time since the onset of star formation and is denoted
tSB
Lemaux et al. (2012). The resulting coadded spectra of the
traditional K+A and the combined KAIROS and K+A-Hα
population are shown in the left panel of Figure 5. The MOS-
FIRE spectra of the KAIROS/K+A-Hα population was also
coadded in an identical manner (see Figure 6). While this
coadded MOSFIRE spectrum has continuum emission which
is too faint to lend itself appreciably to the SED fitting pro-
cess described here, the measure of the average [NII]/Hα of
the resulting coadded spectra, log(〈[NII]/Hα〉) =-0.09±0.02,
clearly establishes LINER/Seyfert activity as the dominant
source of emission in these galaxies. The strength of the
[SII] λ6716A˚ line relative to Hα in the same spectrum was
measured employing an identical method and custom band-
passes and found to be log(〈[SII]/Hα〉) = −0.65±0.04, a value
constraining in its own right (see below).
It is important to pause at this point to consider sev-
eral features of the coadded DEIMOS spectra presented in
Figure 5. The most striking difference is the strong [OII] fea-
ture of the average KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxy (EW([OII])=-
7.1±0.2A˚), which is absent in the average traditional K+A
spectrum. While some galaxies without strong [OII] emis-
sion are contained within the former sample (the K+A-Hα
galaxies), these galaxies are subdominant to the KAIROS
galaxies, which results in the observed strong [OII] emission.
In addition, the high S/N of the coadded KAIROS/K+A-
Hα spectrum allows us the luxury of significantly detect-
ing the [NeIII] λ3868A˚ line (EW([NeIII]=-0.7±0.1A˚). This
measurement when combined with that of [OII] and vari-
ous colour measurements strongly indicate the presence of
activity other than star formation (Stasin´ska et al. 2006;
Trouille et al. 2011; Marocco et al. 2011), though it is dif-
ficult to say definitively how much that activity domi-
nates the emission profile based on these diagnostics alone.
The most striking similarity between the two coadded
spectra is the very strong Balmer series absorption ob-
served both visually and quantitatively (EW(Hδ)∼6.0±0.2A˚
in both cases) highlighting the large fractional population
of A and B stars contained within the average galaxy in
both populations (or, more precisely, the fraction of those
stars not selectively affected by dust extinction, see, e.g.,
Poggianti et al. 1999). Though less striking visually, the
spectra exhibit significantly different strengths in the con-
tinuum break seen at 4000A˚ Dn(4000) (adopting the method
of Balogh et al. 1999), 1.33±0.01 vs. 1.47±0.01 for the aver-
age KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxy and traditional K+A, respec-
tively. Such a difference again strongly points to a younger
galaxies comprising the KAIROS/K+A-Hα population.
In parallel with this spectral coaddition, observed-frame
broadband photometry was coadded following the manner
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Figure 5. Left: Inverse-variance, unit-weighted coadded DEIMOS spectra of the traditional K+A (green) and KAIROS/K+A-Hα (blue)
galaxies. Important spectral features are marked by vertical dashed lines and labeled. The MOSFIRE spectra for the latter population
was coadded in a similar manner (not shown) and the logarithm of the measured [NII]/Hα ratio is given at the bottom of the figure.
While the two DEIMOS coadded spectra appear to have similar strength Balmer features (Hγ, Hδ, and higher order features blueward of
Ca ii K), strong [OII] emission attributable to a dominant LINER/Seyfert source (see §4.1) is present in the average KAIROS/K+A-Hα
galaxy spectrum. Right: Zoom in of the probability density maps (PDMs) for luminosity-weighted stellar ages and stellar extinctions of
the average traditional K+A (upper left panel) and KAIROS/K+A-Hα (upper right panel) galaxy estimated from fitting stellar synthesis
models simultaneously to the stacked DEIMOS spectra and stacked photometry. In both panels, >> 99.9% of the probability density
of the full PDMs are contained within the displayed area. The form of the SFH, the e-folding time of the exponential decline, and the
stellar-phase metallicity used for the fitting are given in the top left of each panel. A scale bar is shown in the top right of each panel and
maps the colours to their associated probabilities. The bottom panels show the (extinction) marginalized one-dimensional probability
distribution functions (PDFs) of the luminosity-weighted stellar age for each sample. The median value of each PDF along with the
associated effective 1σ uncertainties is reported in the left of each panel.
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Figure 6. Inverse-variance, unit-weighted coadded MOSFIRE
spectrum of the KAIROS/K+A-Hα sample. The flux density
spectrum is shown in blue and the error spectrum is shown in
magenta. The location of Hα and the [NII] λ6548A˚, λ6583A˚
features is marked by dashed lines. Also marked are the lo-
cations of the S ii λ6716A˚ and 6731A˚ features, both of which
are significantly detected although appear to be relatively weak
(log(〈[SII]/Hα〉) = −0.65±0.04 for the former feature). The average
log([NII]/Hα) measurement derived from bandpass measurements
on the spectrum is given. Such a value firmly excludes star for-
mation as the dominant source of emission in these galaxies.
described in Appendix A. The coadded spectrum and pho-
tometry for each sample was then fit simultaneously to syn-
thetic models (see Appendix A) to further investigate the
evolutionary states of the two populations. In the right pan-
els of Figure 5 we show a visualization of the results of this
fitting process for a Bruzual (2007) model with the model pa-
rameters set to the values shown in each panel (for justifica-
tion on these choices, see Appendix A). To make these visu-
alizations, hereafter referred to as probability density maps
(PDMs), the probability at each step in tSB and Es (B − V)
is calculated from the formula given in Appendix A, with
Es(B−V) allowed to vary between 0 and 0.7 in steps of 0.05.
It can be clearly seen in the PDMs that the dust-age de-
generacy has been largely broken by this analysis, as there
exists no anti-correlated behavior between age and extinc-
tion in the observed PDMs. The vertical extent of the non-
trivial values observed in the PDM in both cases is a result
of the inability of our data to discriminate between various
low levels of dust content. Below each panel shows the one-
dimensional tSB PDF generated by adding probabilities of
all values of Es (B−V) for each age step. The median value of
the PDF is denoted by a solid red vertical line. The effective
±1σ values are taken from the 84th and 16th percentiles of
the PDF, respectively, such that 68.3% of the PDF is con-
tained within their bounds. These effective ±1σ values are
shown as vertical dashed lines. The KAIROS/K+A-Hα pop-
ulation has a median tSB = 0.75±0.19 Gyr, younger than the
corresponding value for the traditional K+A population of
tSB = 1.00
+0.33
−0.21
Gyr. The distributions are not Gaussian, and
the tSB PDF of the average KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxy likely
excludes the possibility (<10%) that the average galaxy is
older than the median tSB of the traditional K+A popu-
lation. These relative differences persist, at the same level
of statistical significance, if we instead choose a different
stellar synthesis prescription (Maraston 2005, BC03), SFH
delayed τ, multi-burst, metallicity (0.2Z⊙ , 0.4Z⊙), or extinc-
tion scheme (Pre´vot et al. 1984) for both sets of galaxies.
The combination of all analysis presented in this sec-
tion strongly indicates that the true K+As are at an earlier
evolutionary stage than those K+As selected using tradi-
tional methods. Adopting this possibility as truth, we then
have a scenario in which a population of galaxies with a re-
cently truncated massive star formation event with, on aver-
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age, strong emission powered by a dominant LINER/Seyfert
component evolve within ∼300 Myr to a population largely
devoid of such emission. Such a scenario lends itself to
the intriguing possibility that the source powering the
LINER/Seyfert emission comes from residual AGN activity
that was incited coevally (or nearly so) with the starburst.
Other processes are known to give rise to LINER emission,
galactic shocks (Dopita & Sutherland 1995; Veilleux et al.
1995), cooling flows (Heckman 1981; Heckman et al. 1989),
photoionization by hot stars (Terlevich & Melnick 1985;
Shields 1992), and post-asymptotic giant branch stars
(Binette et al. 1994; Taniguchi et al. 2000), and have been
favored over a central engine as powering LINER activ-
ity in recent results from spatially resolved spectroscopy
(Singh et al. 2013; Belfiore et al. 2016) leading to a sug-
gested change in terminology for such sources (Low Ion-
ization Emission Regions). In this study, we do not have
the luxury of spatially resolved spectroscopy. However, since
such processes operate at different evolutionary phases and
over different timescales than AGN activity the source of
emission can, in principle, be uncovered through timing ar-
guments or through other more direct observational means
(see, e.g., the discussion in Alatalo et al. 2016). Such tim-
ing arguments have been used on large samples of lo-
cal post-starburst galaxies to argue that AGN activity is
the dominant source of quenching for the most massive
of such galaxies (log(M∗/M⊙) > 10, Kaviraj et al. 2007).
While we make no serious effort to uncover the source
of the emission in this paper, we note that most (80%)
of the galaxies definitively classified LINER/Seyfert have
log(EW([OII])/EW(Hα))<0.6 (see Figure 3), with a me-
dian value of log(EW([OII])/EW(Hα))=0.4. Such values
are more typical of emission powered by Seyfert or hybrid
activity rather than LINER-powered emission (Yan et al.
2006; Lemaux et al. 2010), which suggests that the nar-
row line emission in the KAIROS/K+A-Hα sample orig-
inates from an AGN. Such a suggestion is in line with
the relatively strong [NeIII] emission observed in the
coadded KAIROS/K+A-Hα DEIMOS spectrum (see, e.g.,
Zeimann et al. 2015 and references therein). Additionally,
the relatively weak [SII] λ6716A˚ emission observed in the
coadded KAIROS/K+A-Hα MOSFIRE spectrum (see Fig-
ure 6) appears to disfavor alternatives to AGN activity (see,
e.g., Kewley et al. 2006; Alatalo et al. 2016). More detailed
modeling will be required to explore this suggestion further
and will be attempted in future studies. Here, we limit our-
selves to searching for residual AGN acitivity through other
more overt means, though any such activity is likely to be
at a low level ∼700 Myr after the cessation of star formation
(e.g., Hopkins et al. 2008).
We searched the ∼50 ks Chandra ACIS-I (Garmire et al.
2003) images obtained in both fields (Obs. IDs 7194 &
548 for SG0023 & RXJ1716, respectively; Vikhlinin et al.
2002; Rumbaugh et al. 2012) for individual detections of
galaxies in both the traditional K+A and KAIROS sam-
ples. These images reach a 50% completeness limit of
LX, 0.5−7keV >∼ 10
42.6 ergs s−1 at z = 0.83 over the area
spanned by our sample as derived from Monte Carlo simu-
lations (see Rumbaugh et al. in prep.). No traditional K+A
and only one galaxy from the KAIROS sample was individ-
ually matched to an X-ray source (LX, 0.5−7keV = 10
42.7 ergs
s−1, log([NII]/Hα) = 0.68). We also preformed a stack of the
X-ray data at the optical positions of the galaxies in two
samples, separately, after removing the one X-ray detected
KAIROS galaxy, sources at spatial locations coincident with
the RXJ1716 ICM emission, and those at large (> 7′) off-
axis angles. No detection was found in either sample to a 3σ
limit of LX, 0.5−7keV ∼ 41.8 at 〈z〉 = 0.83.
It appears, that any residual X-ray AGN activity in
the KAIROS galaxies, if it exists, is generally too faint,
both individually or on average, to observe with our data.
Such activity, however, is likely extremely difficult to de-
tect given our current data. In a study of traditionally-
selected K+As at 0.10 < z < 0.35, no optically-fainter
K+As (MR > −22) were observed with X-ray emission to
a limit of LX, 0.5−7keV < 10
41 − 1042 ergs s−1 (Brown et al.
2009). Galaxies at these luminosities comprise the bulk
(∼ 75%) of both our traditional K+A and KAIROS sam-
ples. While one third of optically-brighter K+As (MR < −22)
are found to have nuclear X-ray activity in Brown et al.
(2009), this activity was measured exclusively at levels be-
low the 10% completeness limit of our Chandra imaging.
Such a paucity of nuclear activity was also observed by
De Propris & Melnick (2014) in an extensive study of 10 lo-
cal (z ∼ 0.03) similarly optically-faint traditionally-selected
K+As. Similarly weak X-ray emission was also observed in
a sample of traditionally-selected K+As drawn from the
zCOSMOS-bright survey (Lilly et al. 2007) at redshifts more
comparable to our sample. Using Chandra imaging consider-
ably deeper than our own (Elvis et al. 2009), Vergani et al.
(2010) found that only ∼ 10% of their K+A sample exhibited
detectable individual X-ray emission, all at LX, 0.5−10keV <
1043 ergs s−1, and a stacking analysis of the remaining pop-
ulation revealed no significant detection to a limit compara-
ble to that of our data (Vergani et al. 2010). Thus, the lack
of coincident X-ray AGN activity in our current samples is
likely not sufficiently constraining. It is also entirely possi-
ble that such activity is manifest in another mode, as strong
X-ray and narrow-line activity from AGN are often times ob-
served distinctly (Yan et al. 2011; Trouille et al. 2011). We
defer further investigation of this scenario to the full popu-
lation of ORELSE K+As for which we will be able to place
extremely stringent limits on AGN activity, both for individ-
ual sources and for stacked data, from deeper X-ray, Very
Large Array 1.4 GHz, NIR, and MIR imaging, and more
complex photoionization modelling.
4.3 Environments of Post-Starburst Galaxies
We have shown in the previous sections that the inclu-
sion of galaxies exhibiting K+A features with moderately
strong [OII] emission powered by a LINER/Seyfert results
in large changes in the number and type of galaxies se-
lected as K+A. While we made a cursory attempt to inves-
tigate the effect of environment, defined in a broad sense,
on the various post-starburst fractions in §4.1.1, in this sec-
tion we investigate the distribution of the true K+A pop-
ulation across different environments and compare this dis-
tribution to traditional K+As and galaxies of other spec-
tral types. As mentioned in §3.2, we chose here to use local
overdensity as the sole metric for estimating environment.
However, we note that, within the limits of our data, none
of the results presented in this section are sensitive to this
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Figure 7. Overdensity cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of various spectrally classed galaxies in the RXJ1716 (left) and SG0023
(right) fields in the redshift range 0.775 ≤ z ≤ 0.912. The CDFs of quiescent, starbursting, and star-forming galaxies are plotted with red
solid, grey dotted, and cyan dashed lines, respectively. The CDFs of the two flavours of K+As, traditional K+As and KAIROS/K+A-Hα,
are shown by green long-dashed and blue solid lines, respectively. The majority of galaxies comprising each CDF are member galaxies of
each LSS. Only galaxies with I+ < 24.5 and at log(1+ δgal) > 0.5 are used to generate the CDFs as our DEIMOS observations are highly
complete for such galaxies (see §4.3). MOSFIRE observations are also highly complete for the relevant galaxy populations (traditional
K+A and starburst) when applying these cuts. The CDF of each galaxy type appears different in each field highlighting the effect of
the differing LSS environment at common (local) overdensities. In each field, the CDFs of the traditional K+A and KAIROS/K+A-Hα
galaxies are significantly different, with the latter largely tracing that of the starbursting population. In RXJ1716, the CDF of traditional
K+As shows consistency with that of quiescent galaxies, a consistency not observed in SG0023, suggestive of a different evolutionary
path.
choice. Identical results are obtained if we had instead cho-
sen to perform the analysis based on group-/clusto-centric
distance or in Rproj/Rvir − |∆v, LOS |/σv phase space (see,
e.g., Carlberg et al. 1997; Balogh et al. 1999; Biviano et al.
2002; Haines et al. 2012; Noble et al. 2013). Since complete-
ness now becomes an issue for our analysis, for this sec-
tion, we limit the distributions for each galaxy sample to
log(1 + δgal) ≥ 0.5. Above this value of overdensity we have
obtained high-Q spectral measurements for which we can
measure both EW([OII]) and EW(Hδ) reliably for ≥40% of
all objects in both fields (as estimated by our zphot mea-
surements), with an average completeness of 64%, over the
redshift range 0.775 ≤ z ≤ 0.912, at I+ ≤ 24.5, and within
the spatial extent covered by our DEIMOS masks coverage.
With such a high level of spectroscopic completeness it is
reasonable to assume the distributions observed in our data
are reflective of the true underlying distributions. In these
environments MOSFIRE observations for which [NII]/Hα
measurements were obtained (or meaningful limits placed)
of traditional K+A and potential KAIROS galaxies is also
high, 55% and 45%, respectively. Thus, such trends observed
in the data are likely robust to sample variance.
In Figure 7 we plot the cumulative log(1+δgal) distribu-
tion functions (CDFs) of quiescent, star-forming, and star-
bursting galaxies along with the two flavours of K+A galax-
ies over roughly a decade and a half in local overdensity. A
few broad initial observations can be made. While the dis-
tribution of quiescent galaxies appears largely similar, with
quiescent galaxies preferring the densest environments in
both fields and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test finding no
significant difference between the two populations, the envi-
ronments of galaxies forming (relatively) modest amounts of
stars (i.e., star-forming galaxies) are very different between
the two fields. Star-forming galaxies strongly avoid the dens-
est regions in the massive RXJ1716 cluster, while such galax-
ies are heavily clustered in the central regions of the SG0023
groups. In both cases starbursting galaxies generally avoid
the densest regions, though with a stronger aversion to such
regions seen in RXJ1716. These trends highlight the large
range of evolutionary states of the LSSs in the two fields,
and, underscore the necessity of accounting for both local
(over)density and LSS properties (e.g., halo mass) when in-
vestigating environmentally-driven galaxy evolution.
The environments of traditional K+A populations ap-
pear markedly different than the quiescent galaxies in
SG0023. Such a trend is also observed for traditionally-
selected K+A member galaxies of the five groups in the
SC1604 supercluster (Wu et al. 2014) using a different met-
ric of environment (projected radius). We have indepen-
dently confirmed that this trend holds in the SC1604 groups
if log(1+δgal) (calculated as in §3.2) or projected positional-
differential velocity phase space is instead used as an envi-
ronmental metric and the same K+A selection techniques
employed in this study are instead adopted. This concor-
dance across ten groups in two different fields strongly in-
dicates that this is a general trend of K+A galaxies within
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groups. Conversely, traditional K+As and quiescent galax-
ies appear to show some overlap in their environments in
RXJ1716, however, and a KS test cannot reject the possi-
bility that the two distributions are drawn from the same
underlying parent sample with any significance. Such over-
lap is also seen in the K+As housed in the three clusters
of the SC1604 supercluster as well in preliminary results
for other ORELSE clusters (RXJ1757, RXJ1821, SC1324,
RCS0224) indicating that this is, again, a general trend of
traditionally-selected cluster K+As. The differences in the
observed overlap between traditionally selected K+As and
quiescent galaxies may have frustrated proper interpretation
in previous studies which conflate group and cluster K+A
populations or simply measure K+A properties and preva-
lence as a function of local density (or some other equally
blunt environmental metric) without regard to the proper-
ties of the parent structure. No such ambiguity exists for
the environments of the KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxies, as a
KS test firmly rejects (>> 3σ) the hypothesis that their
distribution is compatible with that of the quiescent pop-
ulation in both SG0023 and RXJ1716. This dissimilarity
immediately precludes the possibility that, at least in the
LSSs and their surrounding fields studied here, K+As are
solely the products of rejuvenated quiescent galaxies (as in,
e.g., Dressler et al. 2013). Instead, the KAIROS/K+A-Hα
distributions appear to, more faithfully than those of the
traditional K+As, track the environments of starbursts. In
both RXJ1716 and SG0023 the environments of the tradi-
tional K+As are inconsistent with those of the starbursting
population at >3σ, while those of the KAIROS/K+A-Hα
populations are statistically indistinguishable in both cases.
4.3.1 Possible Evolutionary Scenarios for Cluster and
Group Post-Starburst Galaxies
The results in the previous section brought a dramatic shift
in the interpretation of the possible progenitors of K+A
galaxies. From a traditional K+A population moderately
consistent with descending from quiescent galaxies, this
study revealed the true K+A population within RXJ1716
and SG0023 almost certainly descended predominantly from
bluer starbursting galaxies. As most of the quiescent galax-
ies are harbored, in both fields, within the cluster/group
cores, this shifting interpretation also has dramatic conse-
quences on the prevalence and efficacy of mechanisms acting
on the K+A populations throughout their transformation.
The more moderate density environments (i.e., the outskirts
of groups and clusters) inhabited by the true K+A popula-
tion, where differential velocities remain relatively low, and
their large environmental overlap with the starbursting pop-
ulation, a population known to exhibit a high fraction of dis-
turbed morphologies (Kocevski et al. 2011; Kartaltepe et al.
2012; Pawlik et al. 2016), points to galaxy-galaxy interac-
tions or merging activity as the primary formative events
leading to the K+A phase. The latter activity in partic-
ular have been shown in simulations to effectively induce
a K+A phase under certain conditions (Bekki et al. 2005;
Johansson et al. 2009; Wild et al. 2009; Snyder et al. 2011).
While this result is seemingly at odds with the elevated
true K+A/(SB+SF) fraction found for the galaxy popula-
tion of the RXJ1716 cluster found in §4.1.1, the two re-
sults can be reconciled in the following manner. Interac-
tions occurring near the outskirts (i.e., 1-2 Rvir ) of LSSs
cause a starburst which decays over 10-100 Myr due ei-
ther to gas exhaustion, stellar feedback (including super-
novae), or feedback from an AGN. The massive reservoirs of
H i or CO gas (the latter being a proxy for H2) discovered
surrounding ∼50% of both field and group/cluster K+As
in the local universe (Chang et al. 2001; Zwaan et al. 2013;
French et al. 2015) points to the latter two mechanisms as
both mechanisms can inject large amounts of kinetic energy
into any remaining gas, disrupting star formation without,
necessarily, completely removing the fuel supply. More re-
cently, a study of SDSS K+A galaxies which were selected
in a similar manner to the KAIROS selection employed for
this study found tentative evidence of widespread galactic
winds in such galaxies driven either by AGN activity or
stellar feedback processes (Alatalo et al. 2016). Such feed-
back is also consistent with that inferred from large surveys
of dusty starbursting galaxies in both the local and distant
universe in which the feedback is required to be relatively
rapid (see Juneau et al. 2013; Lemaux et al. 2014 and refer-
ences therein). These mechanisms also provide a natural ex-
planation to explain the small values of Es(B −V) estimated
in §4.2 as the same processes would also excise or diffuse
the dust content near the inception of the K+A phase (as
in, e.g., Yesuf et al. 2014). In field and group environments
devoid of the presence of a well-formed hot medium, galax-
ies are largely allowed to retain this reservoir of hot gas,
which is used to fuel rejuvenated star formation in ∼1-2 Gyr
(e.g., Bahe´ & McCarthy 2015). Such a picture is consistent
with the similar fraction of galaxies with active star forma-
tion (∼ 70%) and those classified as starburst (∼ 28%) in
both environments as well as their similar fraction of true
K+A/(SB+SF). In such a picture, the environmental distri-
butions of KAIROS galaxies, galaxies which have residual
signs of some form of this feedback (see §4.2), would ap-
pear more similar to starbursting galaxies, while traditional
K+As, being further removed from the starbursting event,
would start to diverge from the starbursting population. In
neither case, however, should K+As follow the distributions
of the quiescent populations, a restriction which holds for
SG0023 K+As. Such fractions and distributions can be used
to place constraints on the K+A duty cycle and will be at-
tempted in future works.
The end stages of such a picture within a cluster envi-
ronment would look considerably different. An initial star-
burst occurs near the cluster outskirts through galaxy in-
teractions or merging events. Appealing to this method of
inducement for RXJ1716 members is reasonable given that
MIR-detected members of RXJ1716 (i.e., dusty starbursting
galaxies) are seen to preferentially inhabit moderate local
density environments within the overall LSS, roughly equiv-
alent to our log(1 + δgal) <∼ 1, and strongly avoid the region
corresponding to the projected cluster core (Koyama et al.
2008). Such interactions lower the binding energy of the re-
maining gas through kinematic effects and stellar or AGN
feedback, which allow it to be more easily stripped when
entering the radius where strangulation and ram pressure
stripping are effective (∼Rvir and <∼ 0.5Rvir , respectively,
Moran et al. 2007, assuming for the latter a spherically sym-
metric ICM centreed at the cluster optical centre, as is ob-
served in RXJ1716). In a study of simulated cluster and
group galaxies performed by Bahe´ & McCarthy (2015) it
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was found that the inclusion of stellar feedback doubles the
effectiveness of ram pressure stripping on member galaxies
of massive halos even without including the (likely addi-
tive) effects of AGN feedback, which lends credence to this
scenario. These interactions or merging events need not oc-
cur prior to the first pericentre passage of galaxies accreting
into the cluster environment and, indeed, are perhaps more
likely after this or several passages (see discussion in Struck
2006). Thus, such a scenario is still possible to reconcile with
the “delayed-then-rapid”quenching inferred by comparisons
of observations of local cluster and group galaxies with nu-
merical simulations (Wetzel et al. 2013) and the slight-less-
delayed then rapid quenching inferred from observations of
other samples of z ∼ 1 K+A galaxies (Muzzin et al. 2014) or
other types of transitional populations observed at a variety
of redshifts (Moutard et al. 2016; Schawinski et al. 2014).
In this scenario the K+A phase experienced by a clus-
ter galaxy is largely not cyclic, but rather marks the end of
a galaxy building up its stellar mass through in-situ star
formation. As a consequence, both the fraction of quies-
cent galaxies and the K+A/(SB+SF) fraction would ele-
vate relative to those in less dense environments, though
the exact value of this increase depends on the length of the
duty cycle of the K+A phase in the latter environments.
Additionally, older (traditional) K+As would be observed
to inhabit environments intermediate to those of starburst-
ing and quiescent populations. All three trends are observed
in the RXJ1716 galaxy population. Further supporting this
scenario, ∼50% of the traditional K+A and KAIROS/K+A-
Hα galaxies which are members of the RXJ1716 cluster lie
within Rproj < 0.5Rvir from the cluster centre. From the
properties of its ICM emission, this radius is equivalent to
the radius at which ram pressure stripping effectively acts
on a Milky Way analog RXJ1716 member travelling at a
radial velocity relative to the ICM equivalent to σv (see ap-
pendix B of Treu et al. 2003 for details on the calculation).
Such a distribution is consistent with that observed in an ex-
haustive spectroscopic search for K+A galaxies in the mas-
sive z ∼ 0.55 cluster MACS J0717.5+3745 (Ma et al. 2008)
as well as published (Wu et al. 2014) and preliminary in-
vestigations of cluster K+A distributions in other ORELSE
fields. In contrast, such a (projected) concentration for the
two flavours of member K+As in SG0023 is not observed, as
a majority of both types lie at larger (Rproj > 0.5Rvir h
−1
70
Mpc) radii from the group centres. In this scenario, strangu-
lation or ram pressure stripping acts in a maintenance role
that forces galaxies in the K+A phase to persist in their
quiescence after being acted upon by an (or several) initial,
separate quenching mechanism(s).
Such cursory comparisons emphasise the importance of
proper K+A selection in the task of determining their pro-
genitors and the conditions necessary to invoke their pres-
ence. In this study we largely chose to proxy environment
based on local overdensity. Since distributions of various
populations, and, subsequently, inferences drawn from them,
can be markedly different for different metrics of environ-
ment, and since our limited sample size precludes the pos-
sibility of further sub-dividing the samples presented here,
we refrain here from attempting to compare this naive sce-
nario to other more sophisticated scenarios for K+A evo-
lution (e.g., Muzzin et al. 2014). The lines of investigation
presented in this study, in concert with other metrics of en-
vironment and measures of morphological properties, will be
followed further upon completion of the full sample.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this study we used MOSFIRE to target a large number
(∼100) of DEIMOS-selected traditional and potential K+A
galaxies in and around two LSSs, SG0023 and RXJ1716, at
z ∼ 0.83 drawn from the ORELSE survey. Through measur-
ing or placing constraining limits on the Hα emission and
the [NII]/Hα emission ratio, these observations were used
to quantify the fraction of galaxies included in traditional
(z >∼ 0.3) K+A selection which are actively forming stars and
the number of galaxies missed by traditional K+A selection
due to spuriously ascribing [OII] emission to star-formation
processes. A sample of true K+A galaxies was formed com-
prised of two populations, those traditional K+As without
significant Hα emission or whose [NII]/Hα ratios did not in-
dicate ongoing star formation (K+A-Hα galaxies) and those
galaxies selected by our DEIMOS data to be starburst-
ing for which we determined the dominant source power-
ing the [OII] emission was either LINER or Seyfert activity
(KAIROS galaxies). This sample of true K+A galaxies was
used to compare to a variety of different aspects of the tra-
ditional K+A populations. Here we list the most important
results of these comparisons.
• The sample of traditional K+A selected in and around
SG0023 and RXJ1716 was found to have 25% impurity,
with contamination coming from dusty starbursting galax-
ies. Based on scaling the statistics of our MOSFIRE sample
to the entire DEIMOS sample at 0.775 ≤ z ≤ 0.912 we esti-
mated that traditional K+A selection misses more than half
of the true K+A population.
• The traditional K+A fraction of our entire sam-
ple was found to be 7.7±1.2% as compared to the
purity/completeness-corrected KAIROS/K+A-Hα fraction
of 15.7±1.7%, with neither of these numbers changing sig-
nificantly when calculating fractions to the stellar mass com-
pleteness limit of our DEIMOS sample.
• While the traditional K+A fraction was found to
vary considerably across different large-scale environ-
ments, 4.4±2.0%, 7.2±1.8%, and 10.1±2.6%, for field galax-
ies, group, and cluster members, respectively, the true
K+A fraction was consistent with being constant across
all large scale environments. However, the number of
KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxies relative to the number of galax-
ies actively forming stars, K+A/(SB+SF), though con-
stant amongst field galaxies and group members (20.6±5.4
and 21.5±3.9%, respectively), was found to be considerably
higher for cluster members (29.3±6.6%).
• Traditional K+A galaxies were found on average to
both contain more stellar mass and exhibit a moderately
redder rest-frame MNUV − Mr ′ colour than KAIROS/K+A-
Hα galaxies. A combined fit of stacked DEIMOS spectra
and optical/NIR photometry with a variety of stellar syn-
thesis models revealed that the onset of the last major star-
formation event in the average traditional K+A was appre-
ciably earlier than that of the average KAIROS/K+A-Hα
galaxy (1.00+0.33
−0.21
Gyr vs. 0.75± 0.19 Gyr, respectively) indi-
cating that the former population possibly descended from
the latter.
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• Relatively strong [OII] and [NeIII] emission observed
in the stacked DEIMOS spectrum of KAIROS/K+A-Hα
galaxies (EW([OII])=-7.1±0.2A˚, EW([NeIII]=-0.7±0.1A˚) as
well as the relatively high log([NII]/Hα) ratio (-0.09±0.02)
observed in the stacked MOSFIRE spectrum strongly indi-
cated the presence of either stellar or active galactic nuclei
feedback. The relatively low values of EW([OII])/EW(Hα)
observed for the bulk of the KAIROS sample along with
the relatively high EW([NeIII])/EW([OII]) measured in
their stacked DEIMOS spectra favored the latter possibil-
ity. While X-ray emission was generally not detected in the
KAIROS/K+A-Hα population either individually or in a
stacked analysis, the size of our current sample, the depth
of our X-ray imaging, and the cursory nature of this analysis
did not allow us to rule out pervasive X-ray AGN activity
in these galaxies.
• When analysing the local overdensity distributions of
(predominantly) member galaxies of the SG0023 supergroup
and the massive RXJ1716 X-ray cluster we found that the
distributions of KAIROS/K+A-Hα were consistent with
tracing the starbursting population and generally avoided
the regions of highest (local) overdensity in both LSSs. In
SG0023 the overdensity distribution of both the traditional
K+As and the KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxies were inconsis-
tent with that of quiescent galaxies, while in RXJ1716 this
distribution of K+As was indistinguishable from that of the
quiescent population.
These lines of evidence were used to formulate a scenario
in which true K+A galaxies evolve in a different manner in
lower density large scale environments (field and groups)
than in cluster environments. In all cases, the K+A phase
appears in galaxies inhabiting regions of moderate local over-
density relatively far removed from the cores of the groups
or cluster. Such a distribution points to galaxy-galaxy in-
teractions or mergers as inducers of the K+A phase rather
than cluster- or massive group-specific processes such as ram
pressure stripping. However, there does appear to be a sig-
nature of the latter processes at work on K+A galaxies in
our data which is more subtle. Feedback from stellar or other
processes is maintained for a considerable time after the ces-
sation of star formation in the KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxies
(∼ 700 Myr). Such feedback along with any initial stronger
feedback associated with this cessation serves to increase the
thermal and kinetic energy in any remaining gas reservoir.
In the field and in groups, those KAIROS/K+A-Hα galaxies
whose feedback processes combined with any kinematic ef-
fects associated with the merger/interaction do not acceler-
ate the gas to the escape velocity are largely allowed to retain
their diffuse reservoirs of gas, as the effects of ram pressure
stripping and strangulation are minimal or nonexistent in
such environments. Such a scenario allows for the possibil-
ity of a cyclic K+A phase, a scenario consistent with the
concordant fraction of starbursting, star-forming, and true
K+A galaxies in these environments as well as the disparate
overdensity distributions of traditional K+As and quiescent
galaxies. In cluster environments, however, the effectiveness
of mechanisms related to the stripping of hot or cold gas are
enhanced by the decrease in the binding energy of that gas.
As such, the K+A phase is rather a precursor to quiescence,
with ram pressure stripping and/or strangulation acting in
a preventative role that precludes the possibility reignited
star formation. Such a scenario consistent both with the
observed overdensity distribution of traditional K+As and
the elevated K+A/(SB+SF) fraction in RXJ1716. Future
planned MOSFIRE observations of these fields and other
LSSs in ORELSE along with cross-correlations of the wealth
of multiwavelength data in the ORELSE survey will seek to
calcify or reject this scenario. Deep, high resolution imag-
ing from the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA; Wootten & Thompson 2009) as well as obser-
vations of large sample of K+A galaxies from adaptive-
optics-fed integral field unit (IFU) spectrometers, such as
the one being developed for the Multi-Unit Spectroscopic
Explorer (MUSE; Bacon et al. 2010) can also be extremely
useful in challenging K+A formation scenarios (as in, e.g.,
Bekki et al. 2005) and how they evolve across different en-
vironments.
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APPENDIX A: SIMULTANOUS SPECTRAL
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FITTING OF
SPECTRA AND PHOTOMETRY
Here we describe the process of coadding the broadband
magnitudes and the simultaneous fitting of the coadded
spectra and photometry used to generate the results pre-
sented in §4.2. In order to coadd the broadband photome-
try, a scaling factor was applied to the photometry of each
galaxy such that the average flux density of the combined
I+ and Z+ bands was unity. This scaling factor was applied
to all bands prior to coaddition. This choice was motivated
by our desire to match the normalization of the spectral
coadding process described in §4.2, as the central observed-
frame wavelength coverage of our DEIMOS spectroscopy
roughly lies at the border between the I+ and Z+ bands.
The (normalized) flux density for each band was then calcu-
lated by an inverse variance-weighted mean after removing,
for each galaxy, bands in which that galaxy went undetected
(< 3σ). An small (3%) additional systematic uncertainty
was included in the formal random uncertainty of the coad-
ded flux density in each band to account for uncertainty
in the photometric zero-points (see, e.g., Ilbert et al. 2006;
Brammer et al. 2008).
The resultant coadded spectra and photometry for the
traditional K+A and KAIROS/K+A-Hα samples were then
compared to a suite of synthetic spectral models (BC03,
Maraston 2005; Bruzual 2007) after linearly interpolating
over the [OII] feature. For each prescription a variety of
SFHs (ψ(t)), stellar-phase metallicities, and stellar contin-
uum extinctions were employed, with each model generated
for ages in the range log(tSB)=7-9.6 in 24 steps roughly
equally spaced in log(tSB ). For the spectral comparison,
coadded spectra were degraded through spline interpola-
tion to match the plate scale of the models. For the pho-
tometric comparison, synthetic model magnitudes were cre-
ated by convolving models with the appropriate filter curves
shifted to the average redshift of the sample. Only those
wavelength ranges for which 100% of the galaxies con-
tributed to the coadded spectra and photometry were con-
sidered in the models. The probability of a certain param-
eter/model combination was calculated at each age step as
e
−(0.5χ2ν,spec+0.5χ
2
ν,phot
)/2
, where χ2ν,spec and χ
2
ν,phot
are the
reduced χ2 calculated from the comparison of coadded spec-
tra and photometry, respectively, to the model at this step
(see Thomas et al. 2016 for details).
While this machinery can be, in principle, used to gen-
erate combined probabilities for all combinations of param-
eters and models, such a large range of allowable values
quickly becomes computationally untenable and massively
underconstrained astrophysically. Instead, we chose for this
analysis to place two strong constraints on the models used.
The first is that the SFH of the model(s) used for the fit
be exponentially declining with a short e-folding time. Such
a SFH does not preclude the possibility of star formation
in a continuous or bursty mode prior to this decline, but
this prior requires that the cessation of star formation, once
begun, proceed rapidly (here we choose τ = 10 Myr, where
ψ(t) ∝ τ−1 exp−t/τ). Such a SFH essentially defines a K+A
galaxy (e.g., Poggianti et al. 1999) and thus represents a rea-
sonable assumption.
The second constraint is placed on the stellar-phase
metallicity, a parameter which, if left unconstrained, can
wreak havoc on age measurements (e.g., Fumagalli et al.
2016). In the absence of the ability to measure the gas- or
stellar-phase metallicity directly, the mean stellar masses of
the traditional K+A and KAIROS/K+A-Hα samples can
be used to place strong constraints on the gas-phase metal-
licity from the mass-metallicity relation. Such constraints
are, in turn, linked to the average stellar-phase metallic-
ity by virtue of the rapid formation of the luminosity-
dominant stellar population recently formed in our sam-
ples. Results from analysing the largest samples of star-
forming galaxies at z ∼ 0.8 currently available place the
average gas-phase metallicity of galaxies at stellar masses
equal to the average of both of our samples at approximately
solar (Lamareille et al. 2009; Pe´rez-Montero et al. 2009;
Zahid et al. 2011; Yuan et al. 2013; Pe´rez-Montero et al.
2013). Thus, we explicitly impose that the models used be
generated with what is referred to as Z = Z⊙ in the stel-
lar synthesis models. In addition, we adopt the prescription
of Bruzual (2007) for this fitting as these models, generally,
provided a slightly better fit to our data than either the
BC03 or Maraston models for a given combination of pa-
rameters. It is crucial to note that the relative comparisons
made in this paper are completely insensitive to variations
in ψ(t), stellar-phase metallicity, and prescription as long as
the same choice is made for both samples, and only result
in absolute offsets in tSB. These relative comparisons also
hold if we instead choose a SFH parameterised by a galaxy
undergoing a rejuvination event of variable strength (5-20%
by stellar mass) at a variety of different times (2-3 Gyr) af-
ter the onset of its initial star formation event or a delayed
τ model.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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